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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This is an internship report based on the internship program that took place in Southeast 
Bank Limited (SBL) at Gulshan Branch. SBL is one of the well-established commercial 
local banks in Bangladesh. In the six years of service, the perfonnance of the bank is 
more or less satisfactory. Currently it is emerging is one of the most profitable banks in 
the country. 

These report represents the twelve weeks working experience in Southeast Bank Limited. 
The objective of this report is to analyze the Human Resource Management of SBL, with 
an emphasis in the areas of (1) Development function (2) Maintenance function (3) 
Motivation function. A survey was carried out to find out the actual condition prevailing 
in the bank for each of these areas. Propositions were developed based on established 
theory relating to each study area. SUlVey was done through prepared questionnaire and 
the propositions were accepted or rejected in light of the analysis of primary data. 
The report consists an organization profIle that gives a clear idea about the organization's 
background, mission, vision and objective. It also gives a clear picture of SBL's fmancial 
perfonnance. However, these fmancial performance data were considered as secondary 
data. 

SBL has five working departments which includes (1) General Banking, (2) Foreign 
Exchange, (3) Credit (Loans and Advance), (4) Cash and (5) Accounts department. SBL 
perfonned some activities in their general banking. Accounts' opening is the most 
primary and considered to be one of the most important jobs of General banking. There 
are different types of accounts that include Savings accounts, Current accounts, Short
tenn deposit accounts, Fixed deposit accounts etc. There are also other activities like 
Savings scheme, Sanchayapatra, Telegraph transfer, Demand draft, Pay order, Locker 
and Clearing etc. the department of foreign exchange mainly deals with export and 
import. The most primary and important function in both these sections is Letter of Credit 
(UC) operation. Credit (Loan and Advance) department is concerned with the activities 
which include Cash credit, Secured overdraft, Lease fmancing etc. The function of cash 
department is to receive and payment cash. This department receives cash from the 
depositors and pays cash against cheques, drafts, pay-order and pay slip over the counter. 
The Accounts department records all kinds of transaction of the branch. In computerized 
accounts department of SBL, the clean cash statement and supplementary statement on 
the computer directly prepares party ledger vouchers. Both daily and periodical functions 
perfonn this department. 
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To know about the Human Resource Management Practice in Southeast Bank Limited. 
Human Resource Management theory was used as the main tool. To evaluate the 
development, maintenance and motivation function of Human resource Management, the 
contents ofHRM model and HRM components were used. To measure the development 
function employees training, management development and career development were 
used as the indicators. For the maintenance function, the theory of compensation and 
benefits and services were taken in concern. To measure the level of motivation, the 
theory of performance evaluation and rewards were used as the key factors. 

The analysis chapter reveals the fmdings of the specific area of human resource 
management. The key factors for development function that includes employee training, 
management development and career development are perceived negative by the 
employees. The respondents to also report the indicators of the maintenance function, 
which are compensation and benefits and services, unsatisfactory. When the issue of 
motivation was raised which includes performance evaluation and rewards, the 
perception of the employees were negative which reflects that there exists no consistency 
between the performance evaluation and the rewards in SBL. 

As these factors play an important role in improving the Human Resource Management 
of bank, some recommendation have been made which, if implemented can create a 
better future for Southeast Bank Limited (SBL). 
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rnternship Report 

1.1 Origin oUke Report 

The report on .• An Evaluation of Human Resource Management Practice in Southeast 
Bank Limited" is a part of my Internship program. And my Internship Instructor 
S.S.M. Sadrul Huda approved this topic. As Human Resource Management (HR.lvl) is 
concerned with the people dimension in management, this report emphasizes in 
dealing with the human resource management practice in Southeast Bank Limited in 
areas like Development; Maintenance and Motivation. I was placed as, an intern at 
Southeast Ballk Limited in Gulshan Branch. . ., 

1.2 Objectives o(the Report 

The objective of this report is to reflecfthe lea.rnmg in the internship program . 
. -\ccordi.t}g}o"l' EWU guidelines, the rep'o~;.p~ose focus on three aspects: 

+ The organization pa~ 
+ Working part and 
+ The project! report part. 

F -" 

;-~·-·i t-3 ~ 
1;" ' 

. I 

There had been sorii"e objectiv~s set forward in doing .~~ ~ort so that it can be 
determined what tasks to perform in the bank. ~," ":1itiyes of this report can be 
divided into two main parts. ' .:f:'j':j' ",'~~~~ . 

• • 'J'::'''' 

Primary Objectives 
Jf}!l 

:~}~>. 

1. To fulfill the partial requirement ofBBA (Internship) course. 
2. To relate the theoretical learning with the real life situation 

Secondary Objectives 

• To understand and evaluate the human resource management practice of SBL with 
particular emphasis on their development, maintenance and motivation functions with a 
view to identifying areas of iinprovement. 
• To understand the functions that are calTied out by a bank and to understand the 

procedure in which these are carried out. 

1.3 Scope o(the Report 

I was assigned in the Gulshan Branch at Southeast Bank Limited (SBL) and thus 
paved me the way to get myself familiarized with the banking environment for the 
ftrst time indeed. I have had an opportunity to gather experience by working in 
different depa11ments of the branch. The area of concentration of this report is in 
investigating different aspects of HRlvl which include development function, 
maintenance function and motivation function. The area of the study was the Gulshan 
branch of SBL. This study tries to fmd out the development level of the employees, 
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pinpointing the factors affecting this area. The measurement of maintenance function 
also reveals the level of employee satisfaction, indicating which areas to improve. The 
motivation level also deals with level of employee satisfaction pinpointing the areas 
needed to improve. It was done within the banks own boundary. On the whole, this 
study tries to evaluate the human resource management revealing the presence of 
HRJ.vl development in SBL. 

1. 4 l~ethodolof!Y 

The survey, w~ done through face to face interviews with the respondents using a 
questionnaire. The questionnaire contained eighteen questions. The questionnaire 
consistecrof both open ended and close-ended questions. These questionnaires served 
as the pillar -stone of the study. The HRlvI manager, executives and the employees 
ftUed up the~'questionnaire. The questionnaire'was prepared based on three different 
aspects, which were Development, tviaintcltanFe and Motivation. A total of 45 people 
were interviewed from both the head office and. the branch. 

1.5 LiJni.tations 

There were ~ few ij.n;litations faced while conductingJ4~':;@~Y. Some of these 
limitations are as follows: " '~>' :;~~~Y~{~~?~l 

~ ~. ~ -~"~ _.~:?'~·'~\~:1~f1 . 
.,. Limitation of time wag'~one of the most impQr.t;ant factors th~t lang\lished the 

present study. The program allotted only twefve weeks for the entire study, which 
disabled many opportunit~es for a compreh~sive study. " 

>- Lack of secondary information was another major problem that was faced during 
the study. The annual report was the only secondary source of information which 
was not sufficient enough to provide the reader a vivid idea about Southeast Bank 
Limited, Moreover, the branch office had very little of tins function, This is why 
the bulk of it had to be gathered from the head office, 

>- Poor conception of the respondents was another severe problem that created a lot 
of confusion regarding verification of the concepts and procedures. In some cases 
more than pne person were interviewed to clarify each concept as many of the 
bankers failed to provide a clear idea about the job perform, 

>- It was difficult to get the actual information. In many cases the questionnaire had 
to be explained elaborately to the respondent. Much concern were raised by the 
respondents such as why the study is being undertaken, what would it reveal, 
whether there is any risk involved in answering this question was restricted. 

>- Office secrecy was one of the most important problems. Not all the officers of the 
bank were open-minded. Disclosing of some information was restricted. 

2 
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~ A.s the officers were very busy with their day to day work, they could provide very 
little time for interview. 

» The topics that are covered in this report are vast and varied. It is not possible to 
cover every aspects of the topic due to the dynamism and diversity of the subject. 

, 

-.' 
J 

\ 
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2.1 Organizational Set-Up 

Bank is a service-oriented organization. With the wide networking and geographical 
area coverage it emphasizes on its improved services for existences and prosperity. 
Private sector commercial banks are private companies operate under the legislative 
framework, which covers both Company Act, and Banking Company Act. Like all 
business entities bank's main objective is to maximizing stockholders equity and 

\ ' 

solvency. HoweVer, besides the primary objective of maximizes stockholders wealth, 
banks als..o ·h~ve social responsibilities. A brief overview of SBL's organizational set-
up is eniun~rated in subsequent paragraphs. . 

.. ~ . 
.. :: .. 

2. La. HistoJj~al Background .~. -.: . 
-:t,.; 
~ , 

Privatizatioti'6f banking sector is an outc9;;~~qf the deliberate policy change by the 
government of Bangladesh in the late 1970. Th~ present day banking structure has 
evolved 'over several decades. The far-reaching program of economic reform is'peing 
carried out at present towards efficient utilization of scare resources and the " 
development of private entrepreneurship. In afoistchangmg business envltprunent. 
financial intermediaries are gradually being left'tq'be . ' .<;t:;Qy market forces rather 

'.I.'" " .eJ ·· '," . _~ .:;;t .. 

than regulationS. Competition i$-strengthened by ~~' or new and innovative 
providers of fm~ncial serviy;') inrough the developi{eJ{ ~ ~li1oney Market and Capital 
Nfarket. Under the ongoing'fmancialliberalizatiQIiSouthe"'ast Bank Ltd.; emerges as a 

_ JC,.,jf _ ,. 

new bank in private sector to operate at the co~~rcial arena ·ofBapgladesh. 
Southeast Bank Ltd. is a scheduled commerciar:Oank in the private sector established 
under the Bank Company Act"1991 and incorPorated as a public limited company 
under the Companies Act 1994. It has been cominenced banking operations through 
the Principal Branch at 1, Dilkusha CIA, D~aka, ,9n May 25, 1995. The former 
Finance lYfinisier of the country, tvir. M. Saifur Rahman, inaugurated the branch. 
During the short span of time, Southeast Bank Ltd. had been successful to position 
itself as a progressive and dynamic fmancial institution in the country. The bank had 
been widely acclaimed con~lomerates, including the top rated corporate borrower for 
for.vard-looking business outlook and innovative fmancing solutions. 

2.1. b. General Overview of Southeast Bank Limited at a Glance 

Southeast Bank is one of most dominant bank to introduce various customer-friendly 
prodm;ts and services like different deposit schemes, lease fmance, higher purchase, 
customer credit schemes to encourage savings and to bring about qualitative changes 
in the lives of the people of our country. Its efforts to improve and expand product list 
continue. Southeast Bank Ltd. has become a member of SWIFT (Society for 
Worldwide Inter-bank Financial Telecommunication), which provides secured, low
cost, speedy and reliable connectivity for UC transmission, fund transfers, message 
communication and other worldwide fmancial activities. 

4 
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Southeast Bank Ltd. has been able to achieve appreciable progress in all areas of its 
operations during the year 2000 and earned a pre-tax profit ofTk.337.23 million 
registering a growth of 67~/O over the profit of the prev;'ous year. The bank had 12 
branches with no overseas branch as on 31 st December 2000. The bank participated in 
the primary and secondary stock markets and made considerable capital gains during 
the year. 

2.2 Special Features'o(the Bank 

;;. It ~yth~ pioneer in introducing different customer friendly deposit sche~esto 
encow:.age savings of people for' challenging the same to the productive sectors of 
the ecpnomy. 

'~_ . ~.~.'::) ( 

;;. The bJii is conunitted to continuo~sJ~earch and development to provide 
• -.-- . c~'" "l 

modern services. :;/- -, 
;- .,J.~ _ ':'1; 

;,. 
-'''-. .-- ... 

;1" l~4t~_:T'~"~ 
. . 

> Operations of the bank are~fully automate,.cfiqpro'Yide quick and prompt services 
to its customers. : ; .. .. 

". i ~ 

" '< ;'>, ""r.~3:i~'i:~ 
> The b~ ?e.lieves in cus~gwer relationship 1l!~i~4l~t to assess the needs of 

every mdtvtdual cust?JTIer and to fulfill tha;d~!!iJiffi~~1 .. 
,<.+7'.;>" 

-,,--.':..y. 

/Jfj~ 
2.3 Mission o{SoutJreast Bank Ltd 

.< 

After doubling itself in size and soundness between May 1995 and May 1999, 
Southeast Bank Limited has been consolidating its position and preparing itself for 
the new millennium by upgrading technology, training its work force, restructuring 
organizationally and creating a new work culture. 

2. -t Organizational Goals 

> To employ funds for profitable purposes in various fields such as smal)-scale, 
medium-scale trading companies and especially in heavy industries such as 
corporate fmancing. 

> Top search for newer avenues for investment and develop new products to suit 
such needs. 

> To undertake project promotion to identify profitable areas. 

5 
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2.5 Objectives of the Bank 

The bank is designed to provide commercial and investment banking services to all 
types of customer ranging from small entrepreneur to big business houses. Beside 
investment in trade and commerce bank participates in the socioeconomic 
development through the participation in priority sectors like agriculture, industry, 
housing and self-employment. 

The main obj~~tives- of SBL are as follows-

;r. Pront'maximization 

);> T 0 ';;~~de excellent customer services to its potential customers 
._ '" 11.#. 

~ "'; 

> To provide standard financial service.,:.~ __ 
, " .. ' ".:'~' -'\ 
t ~ ~ 

" y Ensuring errorless operations. 

,';'r f . 1 

• J • 

2.6 SBL Values 
. \. ~:.;~ .. " ., .~~. 5;~ . ' 

> Full fledged coinmerei~~ birlking service incl!l~if i, '.-,<-,etion of deposits, Sh011-
term trade [mance, working capital [manceilli.ifiocessm.gand man¢'acturing units, 
fmancing and facilitating international trade!! i:".~ 

, . 'i;.>i:7 

> Technical supports to smaU-scale industries in order to enable them to run their 
enterprises successfully. 

)- Term loan to industries especially to small-scale enterprises. 

>- The bank such as :::VIarriage savings schemes (1,-lSS) offers different types of 
deposit schemes, Educ~tional savings scheme (ESS) and Pension savings scheme 
(PSS). 

» It maintains, harmonious banker-client relationship. 

;r. Creates a new opportunities for its valuable clients. 

2.7 Operational Functions ofSBL 

Southeast Bank Limited encompasses the activities of Deposit Mobilization, 
Financing of Trade, Commerce, Industries and Foreign Trade within its range of 
functions. It extends credit facilities to the priority based and targeted sector like 
Textile, Pharmaceuticals, Tea, Tannery etc. through the earnest effort of top 
management and under the guide lines of Bangladesh Bank. 

6 
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2.8 Organizational Lavout o(SBL 

The Corporate Headquarter of SBL has several major divisions and each comprising 
of various departments. The major divisions in the Headquarters are as follows-

? Credit Service Division 

y Financiai"Control and Electronic Data Processing 

> Human Resource Department 

y International Division 

);> Board and CompflIlY Secretary Division , .. ~«. 
~ f't 

"' ..... ). 

\ ..... "" 
2.8.1 General Services Dj~ist~n: ,i:;~~~

~,,:~:~fi:r· 
~1!~ '.'~'-~. 

Function of this division is classified as establi.shlnent and general banking. 

2.8. La. Establishment: 

Its main function relates to procurement and supply of all tangible goods to the 
branches of SBL. This includes : 

a) Every tangible functiop. of branch opening such as making lease agreement, 
interior decoration etc. 

b) Print all se~urity papers and bank stationers. 

c) Distributes these stationers to the branches. 

d) Import various security papers. 

e) Purchases and distributes all kinds of bank's furniture's and fixtures. 

f) Receives demand of car, vehicles, telephones etc. from the branches and sub
divisions and arranges, purchase and delivery of it to the person! branch 
concerned. 

g) Install and maintain different facilities in the branches. 

\ 
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2.8.1 b. General Banking Section: 

This division perfomls different functions. Its main functions inc1ude-

a) Issu~ng of power of attorney to the officers of the branches . 

. ,\ 
b) Mainta4t\general correspondence with Bangladesh Bank and other bank,s etc. . . 

" 

2.8.2 C.r.edit Service Division: .' 
.-." ~ .... 

A main function of this division in management~ofSBL's credits portfolio. Other 
major ~c~lgns are as follows- . 

~ {}¥:\. 
a. Receives proposals 

b. Proposes and appraises 

c. Get approval ~,~, 

j.: ~..;;;\ 

d. Communication and sanction 
t4 .... v~ 
~ ... 
~ \ 

e. \tfonitoring and follow-up 

i ~ ,_ -~.~ 

~~. 
I ;. 

f Set prices for credits and ensures effectirig it as branches 

g. Prep;u-es various statements for onward subrttission to Bangladesh Bank 

"x 

The operation of this division is adequately smooth with clear responsibilities and 
uniform workload division. Computerization of credit information has already been 
started. The division has a lending risk analysis (LRA) infomlation cell to assist 
branches by updating information required by them for analyzing risks of lending 
currently this help is provided in an unstructured manner. They also collect 
information from Credit Information Bureau (CIB) and passes to the branches 
concern to appraise a loan. Personnel are well motivated since the work environment 
offers enough career opportunity. Job nature is a challengillg one with sufficient room 
for variety ill day to day operation. 

2.8.3 International Division: 

The objective of this division is to assist management to make international dealing 
decision and after the decision is made, guide branches in their implementation. A 
well-reputed and hard working group of executives/officers runs the functions of this 
division. Its functional areas are as follows-

8 
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a) Correspondent relationship 

b) Foreign trade and Exchange dealing 

c) Nostro AJC and reconciliation 

d) Authorized signature and test key 

e) F oreign ex~~ange returns and statement 

f) Sends'updated exchange rates to concern branches . 
.,:r -.... _ 

2.8.4 FinanciaJ ControJ and Electronic Data .Processing: 
.: ~ .,::',.'\~-

SBL operat~'s~and keeps records of its asse.t:i::.~d liabilities in computer. The function 
of this diVislbn is to provide required hatdw~~ and software. The major functions of 
this department are- ~, ":L .-, . :,2 ;~~'~!-::.'.; '~~ 

a) Designing software to support the accountj,-qperatiop. 
_\.1 ;; • . ~ 

b) Updatingsoftw~. 
~,.\ ;:~ ....' ,(\",:\ -~*~~ 

c) Hardware and soft ware·t,roubleshooting .j>;ij,;., 
~ . .;;' .. _,.1::.,,{::i' .c-'or" 
.;-'~":. ---_ __ .$ -'. .~ 

.~4.' ."--

d) Improvisation of software to get best possi~~Toutput out of that<-
,~ , 

e) Provides routine check-up' of compiIter. in 'different branches 

f) Train the cO.ncern executives and officers regarding the operation of newly 
developed program 

Financial-division also deals with the account side of SBL. 

Head Office Accounts: 

It deals with all the head office transaction with banks and its branches and all these 
are controlled under the following heads-

~ Income, Expenditure Posting: All income and expenditure are maintained and 
posted under this head. 

~ Cash Section: Cash section generally handles cash expenditure for office 
operation and miscellaneous payments. 

~ Bills Section: This section is responsible for only inland bills. 

\ 
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? Salary and Wages of the Employees: Salary and wages of the head office 
executives, officers and employees are given from this department. 

~ Maintenance of employee provident fund: Here employee 's provident fund 
accounts are maintained. 

Consolidation of Branch's Accounts: 

All branches periPdically (especially monthly) send their income and exp~diture i.e. 
profit and.1oSS"~~counts and head office made the consolidated statement of income 
and expepditure of SBL. Here branch statements are reviewed. This section ~lsci 
prepar~~diiferent monthly, quarterly, half-yearly statements are submits to 
Bangladesh Bailie It also analyzes and interprets,fmartcial statements for the 
managernent~d Board of Directors. :- . .- <\'- -

- " I" .,p_~:;t 
.:;.~~-~"\o 

2.8.5 Nlarketing Division: 7 '~, 

- ~( 

?vlarketihg division involved in two types on m3i'Keung. One is asset marketing and 
the other is liability marketing. :Asset marke~g3'ef~s to marketing ()fvari.o.l!s kinds 
of loans and advances. In order to perform th~ loti they so~e times go to some large 
organizations and attract them (organization) to· horro~~..f;f ' -: 'tihem (bank) to fmam;t: .... . ~ ... ~.: .. -, .~ 

profitability projec~:: The pro9fs.s ofliability man~,~.::'-'" '''I'more or less same. In 
this case high officials oft!J.~ fulfik go to differen~~~7j.tf9ns, that has ~xcess funds 
and try to convince them (organization) to keep~;t4efr extra funds with.,them (SBL). If 
the amount of money to be deposited is large t!1~. \;hey some::-times "offer a bit higher 
prices than the prevailing market rate. In case at marketing of products and services 
they also take the help of masS media. .. 

2.8.6 Human Resources Division: 

Human resource division performs all kinds of administrative and personnel related 
factors. The broad functions of this division are as follows-

-
a) Selection and recruitment of new personnel 

b) Prepare all formalities regarding appointment and joining of the successful 
employees. 

c) Placement of manpower 

d) Deal with the transfer, promotion and leave ofthe basic personnel's. 

e) Training and Development 

f) Termination and retrenchment of employees 

g) Keeping records and personnel file of every employee of the bank 

\ 
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h) Employee welfare fund running 

i) Arranges workshop for employees and executives 

It is also responsible for sanctioning of leave for every personnel. All personnel 
documents of all individual are maintained in this division. Annual Confidential 
Reports (ACR) for the performance appraisal of the employees are maintained and 
used by thjs divi.sion. Here ACR of a particular year of all employees of the same 
grade are fi1~ together, so that comparison can be made. among the same gr~de of 
employeces~ ,. 

The selection and recruitment procedure of the bank consists of four steps-
:. _.' .i.. '." 

" , 
a) Initial Sit~ening 

, " " -::-.:~\ 
;.. ~ '-;- ...... 

I ~ ? 

b) Interview 

c) Tests , . 
-:- f .i 

d) Assessment Centers. ",.~::.(j·";;!2fj) 
... 1 J,r. . ~..(' 

.. =t ........... ,....~;:!.; 

2.8.7 Board and C"~mpany S~:~retary Division: ~::4£~ft!J~~ 
: .. t.~ ~~~~:;,!r.~' ~.r.,~ .Jr' 

'::':::;/' .. . -:;. ..,;~ 

Mr. A. K. Qureshi is, the acting company secre!~. The mam'function of this division 
is as follows- ' , ~:y. . 

? Conducting meeting of the board of directors 

? Dealing with Company Act. 

2.9 Committees and Group Decision Jf aking Process 

Southeast Bank Limited believes in close supervision and control. The line and staff 
authOlity relationship in the bank is consultative and empathetic. The staff perfonns 
the advisory job to ensure efficient management. The bank emphasizt:s on 
decentralization and delegation of authority as written delegation of business and 
financial powers are given. 

The decision making process of the bank involves both democratic and consultative 
decision; subordinates are given chance to participate in the goal detennination of the 
bank. They are given with the responsibility for there duties too. There are three 
committees ftmctioning in the bank. 

1. Policy Committee 

11 
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2. Executive Committee 

3. Management Committee 

2.9.1. Policy Committee: 

Committee members are drawn from the Board of Directors. The committee reviews 
all matters relating to- principles, policy rules and regulations etc. of the bank. 

-\' 

Decision ta1.<-m' by the policy committee requires prior approval of the board, before 
represen..tation. ". 

'. 
~';'~'''''' 

2.9.2. Execu.tive Committee: . , 
'-., .. - " ... 

The execptiy~ committee consists of the fi.:.l:BTb~~s of the board of direc tors. This 
committee exercises the power as dele~ted Br the board from time to time and 
approves all matters beyond the delegatlop. oftpe management. 

, • ~:~:,,",,,",,...,,...,{.c~ 

.. 7 f.~ 
2.9.3. Management Committee: - ,-. '.. .... ~ . 

. i ~ .'.;. 

The manageIl1ent copunittee consists of the niahagmg ~~rs ~d head office 
executives. The'y, ~scuss abol}:Hhe progress on po!.'!~i~~§.tions. Differen~ideas 
and decisions, guidelines r~~ar-aing deposits, len~:tanr.agement ,ofHuman and 
Material resource are the main concern of this cO'l:itiTIittee:""" _. ,j,"/' 

~ -:,,~tJ, , . "{\ - :If' ' 

\ 

2.10 Branch Nehvork 

Till now ,the bank has opened as many as twelve,branches in different commercially 
important places of the country to make its service available to the people. The name 
of the Bank's represent branches and their In-charge are given below-

Table-2.1 
--------,-' 
SL.No Name of the Branch I In-charge of Branch 

01 Principal Branch MJvl A. 1vloquit 
02 Grabbed Branch, Ctg. Md. Mosharraf Hossain 
03 Khatunganj Branch, Ctg. _Mujibur Rahman 
04 Laldighirpar Branch, Sylhet 1vld. Altafur Rahman 
OS Imanganj Branch, Dhaka I Chowdhury Khaled Saifullah 
06 I Khulna Branch ! Md. Sawkat Hossain 
07 Bangshal Branch A. H. M. Wali Khan 
08 Jubilee Road Branch, etg. ! 1vld. Shamsul Huda 
09 Moulvibazar Branch Md. Ali Ahmed 
10 Gulshan Branch Shabbir Ahmed Imtiaz 
11 Dhanmondi Branch I A. A.M. Bulbul 
12 Uttara Branch Mobin-ul-Khalique 

12 
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2.11 Jlanpower 

Employment opportunities provided by Southeast Bank Limited are also encouraging. 
Up to December 2000, number of employees of SBL was 528. 

Table-2.2 
I Year 1996 
I No. of employees 295 

1997 
358 

, . ' 

• ! 

1998 1999 2000 
447 480 

,-."., 

528 

2.12 ProduCts and Services orSBL 

Besides tradi~onal banking services SBL.l~~, added a wide range of product! services 
in its service portfolio. SBL offers differ,ent pt'Oducts and services to its potential 
customers. They are as follows- " , ~~ 

",' ;'¥:"!"li 
2.12.a. General Banking Department-

1. Term deposits ., '. 
~..... " 

: ' .. .( ,~ 

Savings and short ternJ<step~~its 7 

3. Special savings scheme 

4. Special fIxed deposit scheme 

5. Consumer :fmancing 

2.12. b. Foreign Exchange Department-

1. Letter of credit issue 

2. Letter of credit advice 

3. Foreign documentary bill purchase 

4. Foreign documentary bill collection 

5. Bill of negotiation 

6. Money Gram 

7. Encashment !Issue of Traveler's Cheque 

I 
J 

\ 
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2. 12.c. Loans and Advances Department-

1. Working Capital 

2. Cash credit 

3. SecllfedOverdraft (GeneraL' Financial Obligation) 

~ '\ '. 
4. Project Finance 

,~ 

2.12. d::~h Department 
,- '~'-

~.- -~ 
/ -... '-:}; 

"l"k 2.13 Financial Performance ofSBL 
-T ,?; r~~;~? ,_.~ 

Whenever an organization is the subject ofihe'J~4y;it is important to g'?t~!l ": 
understanding of the perfonnance of the orga.Pi~tion: ; Therefor~ the information 
regarding the perfqonance of SBL has been received . ,finite year 1997- i998, an 

.". _~ " !"<. .~J......:~~ _ 

idea about its perfofn'lance ha.s ,,peen given in this . ..,. .,. report. 
.. - -"t~/.t? .~: 

2.13.a. Capital and othe~t~~~ources ~?,£ 0,.,'-

~ • ~ ~~ 
The authorized capital of the bank remain undif!nged Tk. 500 million in the year 2000 
and paid up capital was Tk.300 million on 'the December 1999 but now the paid up 
capital has"been increased it is stand to. Tk. 350 million. 
The reserve fimd increased to Tk. 235,28 million in 2000 from TIc 145.70 million in 
1999, which is quite significant compared to the position of the previous year. The 
bank mobilized a total deposit of Tk. 8569,70 million as on December 31 st, 2000 as 
against Tk.6602.49 million as on December 31 ; t, 1999. 

2.13. b. Deposit Structure 

As the depositor fmds investment in bonds more attractive for the reason of higher 
tax-free rates of interest, this has naturally affected bank 's traditional source of 
deposit mobilization. The total deposit of the bank which includes the bills payable 
rose to Tk.8569.70 million as on December 31 , 2000 showing a substantial increase of 
more than 30% compared to the last year which enabled the bank to expand its 
business and improve upon the profit position. 

2. B.c. Deposit Mix 

The depositor increase was based on the increase in fixed deposit, which was both 
pros and cons in tenns of cost of fund, The fixed deposit of the bank increased 1465 
million than that of the previous year. 

\ 
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Current Jccounts Jre mostly transaction account operated by both individual and 
companies. SBL offers low interest rates like 5.5% in transaction while many other 
banks do not pay any interest up to a significant amount. Transaction accounts are 
very lucrative for banks, because this type of accounts helps the bank to reduce the 
cost of fund. 

2.n.d. J;uarantee Business and Investment 

The tota1. gl!M~tee business handled by the bank during the year 2000 arno_unted to 
Tk.1304.24 million compared to Tk. 907.18 million in the previous year. " . :-
The si~e,pf investment portfolio of the bank as at December 31,2000 stood at Tk. 
1369.92 rrlipion against Tk. 971.81 million in ~he previous year. 

~. .~ . 
... ,' t ' 

4 • 1.'·T 

Table-:2.3 /::f / "--, 
I Year '- .. ,.- 1996 1999 2000 

Amount in .million ! -1-29.82 420.66 " S~: 971.81 1369.92 ~ 

2.U.e. Advances 
. i . 

The bank c~~tinueito explor~ ,and diversify the '~ ~,?!f:~~:£ij cing with the objective of 

efficient use ~I resource ap:9 'hrRe utmost precau!!~,,,,,. " f.,.>\E. ... " guard it. In the year 1999 
the bank participated in a:ifumber of syndicateg:l9"ans ariioun~ing to 11«'300 million 
for setting up ofne"£" industries in the country;"Ii{, some of the, case$ tIle bank acted as 
the lead arranger of the syndication. ~iP' ' :' 

The total advance increased to the tune 'ofTk. 7061.87 million including bills 
discounted and purchase as on December 31, 20,00 against Tk. 5051.88 million in tht:: 
prevIOUS year. 

2.13. f. Profit and Operating Result 

There was an increase in the focus on assets management that led to an improved 
result. The year 2000 was a growth in operating profit of the bank to Tk.337.23 
million from Tk. 201. 86 million in the previous year thereby recording an appreciable 
increase of 67.06%) which was due to prudent lending and optimum management of 
funds. 

2.13.g. Import and Export business 

The total import business handled during the year 2000 was Tk. 11239.14 million as 
compared against Tk.8228.50 million in the previous year. The total export business 
handled during the year 2000 was Tk.1319.51 million as compared against Tk.704.47 
million in the previous year. The items of import were industrial raw material, 
consumer goods, fertilizer, machinery, old ships, for scrapping, reconditioned cars etc. 
the growth in import business had been possible by efficient handling and concerted 
efforts for building up of a potential clientele base of the bank. 
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2.13.h. wlanagement of Reserve Position 

The frrst task in planning of liquidity needs of a bank is to manage the money 
position, which is to comply the legal reserve requirements and have a sufficient 
amount of coin and currency on hand to meet customers' demand. The legal cash 
reserve requirement for commercial bank is about -l-% of the total deposits. According 
to annual report, total cash in hand, with Bangladesh Bank and Sonali Bank is about 
38,05,20,584.00 . .. 

. ,' 
L 

2.13.i. Ma·croeconomic Conditions 

.r~·t, 

The financial institutions are always heavily influenced by the,macroeconomic 
conditions globally, regionally Of locally. The'key macroeconomic indicators like 
GDP gfo~ tate, inflation, industrial gro)Ylb rate, and expansion of trade; commerce 
and othe~ factors affect the operation and~thJ~ricing strategy of the bank. SBL, since 
its inception has achieved a steady groWt4 rate-~, However, the present economic 
downturn or recession is ·affecting SBL's op~atloriS; The country is now under ;a deep 
recession having a major decline in industruil_gro~ rate, galloping infla~i2~arY 
pressure, decline in international trade with export targets for the fiscal yeafyet to be 
achieved. These a1?~g with other factors will eventualJ:~IJi~ejt SBL a~d other banks 
pricing strategi~s. Many ban~'Yil1 have to reviseJ!i~Sm&~st rate structure for its 
various se-rvice·~ in order t9 -gope w,ith e~ono~c ,~,12}Y,a~~owever,~.e mst qu.arter 
results for SBL s Gulshan:Branch IS qUite satIsfa~tory asthey have sqrpassed thelf 
stipulated targets despite the economic sluggishfi.\ss going on ill thy country. 

'~~biJt" '. 

\ 
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3.1 Introduction 

An internee usually writes a working report based on the working experience at the 
organization helshe was placed for internship. Since I was placed as an internee at 
SBL, the working report consists of the banking process that I had experienced during 
my course of internship. This working report is divided into five parts and every parts 
contains very bry.ef idea, ' which includes-

\, , 

./ Gene.ral Banking Department 
' . 

" 

./ F orei~~xchange Department 
" 

.{ Credit (!,Qans & Advance Department) ,,",,, 
~ , .-' - ~::.'- ~ -~~ . 

./ Cash Department 

.. / Accounts Department 

ral Bankin artment 
• (,) c,," > .jt~:#.:l1~i~ , 

General banking may be termed as retail bankinK~'General b¢ing is pesigned to 
serve the general p~ople in saVing money, smq~!J\ing' transaction fgr commercial 
people and ensure security of the precious wealth of the clientele. The general 
banking system ofSBL is very dynamic_and-errorless. General banking activities 
include opening of accounts, remitting funds receiving and paying cash, collecting 
different mstrwnents and payment against them, maintaining accounts, preparing 
statements etc. A branch of a commercial bank perfonns these entire functions. 

3.2.1 Components of General Banking of SBL 

In any commercial banking sector, there are some individual works in their general 
banking system. SBL has also performed some specific activities in general banking 
division is as follows: 

• Opening of Account 

• Savings Account 

• Current Account 

• Short Term Deposits Accounts 

• FL"{ed Deposits Receipts 

\ 
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• Savings Schemes 

• Sanchaypatra 

• Telegraphic Transfer 

• Demand Draft 

• Pay Order 

• Locker -

• 
, . 

• A Thf card Services 
-I;.~- ~ 

3.2.1A. Opening an Ac~ount 
• ,.~4. .: i;::-~~'7::~. ~ 

Account opening is the very first and primary work fOr a banle Generally, the .~ 

prospe~tive customer at fITSt proposes to open anfaccount to perform his/h~f function . 
Then the bafl.ker ask$ the kind of account he wants to o}2en.:and supplies an.' account 
opening app1ica4o~form for ~t particular accoll!!!t ;'-~ ·-c:':'t~t account has different 
types of accounts openingJofin~. SBL offered v'!9~':" " co of accounts to its clients. 
These accounts also vary ~with different kinds oficccnmfrahd classes of·customers. 
There are mainly three major categories of thd§ accounts. -they are ~ follows : . :'v - .r , ::;",,-

.:. Savings Accounts 

.:. Current Accounts 

.:. Fixed Deposit Accounts 

3.2.1B. Savings Account 

Basically, savings accounts are to serve the people who have the limited income and 
at the same time, who want to save money for future time. Any organization or person 
can open and operate savings account by own name. If the customer is an individual 
person, the general procedure and requirements are applicable for him. No special 
instructions required, since he/she is the only person to operate on hisiher account. 
However, he/she may authorize any person to operate on his/her behalf and for that 
purpose he/she has to give a mandate or power of attorney in favor of that person. 
There are several rules and regulations of SBL that must be fulfilled for opening an 
account are as follows: 

1) A Depositor may deposit money as often as he or she wishes. Cheques and 
Dividend Walnnts will be accepted for collection and credited on realization to 
Savings Bank account (s) provided the Bank is satisfied as to the identity of the 
payee. 

\ 
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2) Withdrawals may be made by cheque or withdrawal fonns supplied by the Bank. 
In the case of withdrawals by cheque it is not necessary for a depositor to attend 
personally at the Bank to withdraw money. 

3) A depositor can not withdraw a sum in cash smaller than Tk. 500/=. 

4) A depositor cannot withdraw money from this savings account more than two 
times in a week. 

5) Rates'of jp.ter;st may be altered from time to time, and thiS should be ~certained 
fro~the Branch concerned. Any alteration in rate will be displayed. 

~ 

6) Accoutit holder must use bank's own chequebook to withdraw money from 
hislher account. ' ~-- . . ' ,: 

h ~~ \ 
7) The BaDk reserves to itself the right!6rew,se or close any account without 

assigning any reason.thereof. : -
'" 

8) The Bank reserves to itself the right to ait~e~~dto these rules at any t~e. 
',- ,~ ' .. 
~ ~ -

t • . ~ 

9) For savings accoWlts of SBL, a minimum balance ot ,_ ;2,000 is required and rate 
of interest for s~~gs accg~ts is 7. 50% (perc~ , " }'ft'" . ." 

." . \~?'~ 4-" 

,t.:1 \ ;.:a~>;' 
3.2.1C. Current Account.,;:;;" ,.L'.;,iV 

-:;.-:/' 
.t. ~.. __ 

SBL provides c~erit acCOWlt based on the cli~~le, .-which~an bldivided into two 
broad categories. These are- " 

>- Current Account for Individuals 

~ CUlTent Account for Finns 

3.2.1 C- 1. Current Account for Individ uals 

It can be opened and operated by an indivi.dual person. In order to open a current 
account for the individual, the following things are needed. 

" 

1). Specimen signature 

2). Introducer 

3). Nomination Fonn 

4). Photo (2 copies). 
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3.2.1C- 2. Current Account for Firms 

Likewise individua~ it can be opened and operated by any organization. Based on the 
nature of the organization, the current accounts for firms may also be divided into 
four parts. These are-

" Current A.ccount for Partnership 

~ Current AccC!unt for Proprietorship 

>- Currepf ,""ccount for Limited Companies 
..... ,.,.,..-

~ Current 'Account for Clubs and Societies 
.1... .~ 

'1.\ '_ . 

~ '\ :. 

3.2.1 C- 2aC~rrent Account for Partnership 
~ '~~ ::fr1~ 

For partnership fum the special instructi6~s coyer the style of the account and the 
name of the partner or partners who will operaJe'1ne account. The documentary: < 

requirements are as follows- J': i . .' 

-:,- '1 -:: .... _'!-

>- Two copies of p~.sport size photograph of the 'a- I :c(]~nnt1h,olC:l 
the account'duly'clttested b)fihe introducer . 

s) who will operate 

.. '" ,.... :;:i . .x~ 

? . ","' 

~ Certified copy ofvalid:tf~de license. 
. ".. 

" Certified copy of partnership deed duly 
registered fum. 

by all the partners, in case of non-

>- Certified copy of the registration certificate of partnership deed duly attested by 
the notary public in case of registered fIrm. 

> Partnership account agreement (Draft enclosed). 

>- Resolution signed by all the partners to open the A/C. 

3.2.1C- 2b. Current Account for Proprietorship 

In case of a proprietorship fum special instruction is to be taken about the style of the 
account and the name of the person who will operate on the account as proprietorship 
and documentary requirements are: 

>- Photograph of the proprietor. 

> Photocopy of valid Trade License. 

>- Introducer. 

\ 
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3.2.1C- 2c. Current Account for Limited Company 

~ Two copies of passport size photograph of the Account holder (s) who will 
operate the Account duly attested by the introducer. 

~ Certified copy of the Memorandum and Articles of association of the company. 

> Certified copy in Certificate of Incorporation. 

> Certifi-ed copy"of Resolution of Board of Directors for opening and operation of . ,\ . 
the ~ccount (Draft enclosed). . 

, 
c' 

~ List7f't)irectors. 
~ ~ .~ :; ~;~ . 

> Certifiectcopy of Certificate of Co~encement of Business. 
! i~~~ ~ .. ~:~Y, 

3.2.1C- 2d. Current Account for Club~/' Sotieties 
.. ~'~~:~i.f;: 
~ i.;F. • . _"", • 

> Two copies of passport size'j)hotographC6fthe Account holder (s) who wi111 

operate the Account duly attested by the mlio4ucer. :: --,' 

: :. =t • J,:)'t.~~:ii?J 
>- Certified copy'o{theMem9randum and Articl~s:~' ::""'-"'''lation duly certified by 

the Chairmaws-'ecretary", ~')A ' 
.(,,';< _. 
r\ ;,./,#':1'" . >.:.,,:7" 

., Certified copy of By Laws and Regulations{~nstitutioti-duly c~rtified by the 
Chairman/Secretary. ~'# 

:;.. Certified copy of Resolution of Management Committee/Executive Committee for 
opening and operation of the Account. 

> Up-to-date list of Office Bearers/Governing BodyfManaging Committee duly 
certified by the Chairman/Secretary. 

3.2.1D. Short Term Deposits (STD) 

SBL offered short-term Deposits (STD) accounts to its clients. Short-term deposit is a 
deposit where the payment of interest paid on monthly basis. The deposit rate of 
interest on STD account is 6% per month. The account holders of STD account must 
inform the bank before withdraw money from the account. Otherwise he/she doesn't 
obtain interest on that particular month. 

3.2.1E. Fixed Deposits Receipt (FDR) 

There are a lot of people who have idle money in hand which could be invested to any 
business. In order to serve the person, who has a lot of idle money, SBL provides the 
facility for fixed deposit receipt in order to reinvest this idle money. SBL offers 
various maturities of FDR to its clients which shows in the following graphs. 
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Table-3.1 
i Particulars 

I Types of Deposits 
Current i 
Savings 

I 

Special Notice Deposits(STD) 
Fixed Depos.t (Time Deposit) 
a. 30 days "',, 
b. 60 days' 

I c. 3 (Three J months 
I d 6 (SL,{) months '. 

1 (One) year I " . e. - . , 

f. 2 (Two)-ye-ars " 
.• 

¢::'<~ 

g. 3 (Three) years and above ~' 
-

".- ; 

3.2.1F. Sa~ngs Schemes 
". i ! 

SBL offers thiee 'tyJ;es of savti!"gs schemes for its(·~~"; 
. . ~fr; - )"~j{;. 

>- Penslon Savmg Scheme (PSS). -~:~ ... 
. ~ 

.c· ;':-;:r:;,~~ , 
z .. ".~' 

>- Education Saving Schem~ (ESS). , . 

}- Marriage Saving Scheme (MSS). 

Deposit Rates (DR) 
(effec1i.vefrom Ji.1l.2001) 

0°/0 
7.50% 

6% 

7.00% - 8.00% 
-

7.50C!,o - 8.50% - ., 

8.25% - 9.25% 
&·50%-950% 

9:00% - 10.00% 
9.50% - 10.50% 
10.00% - 11.00% 

hich are-

Any applicant can open any of these accounts with any branches of the bank but an 
applicant can open one account on behalf of his name. These savings accounts are 
operated for a certain period of time with a fixed monthly installment payment. There 
are two types of savings schemes. 

1) Tk 500/= monthly installment for 5 years. At the end of five years the account 
holder will receive Tk 40,000(=. 

2) Tk 1000/= monthly installment for 10 years. At the end of ten years the account 
holder will receive Tk 108,0001=. 

3.2.1G. Sanchayapatra (SP): 

Sanchayapatra is one kind of saving scheme approved by Bangladesh government. 
Bangladesh Bank issues this saving scheme and some authorized bank and Dakghar 
deliver it. The interest of this saving scheme is tax-free. The principal branch of SBL 
is an authorized dealer of Sanchayapatra. Any Bangladeshi citizen can buy and own 

I 
I 

I 

\ 
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this Sanchayapatra, but it cannot be owned on behalf of any organization or joint 
name. SBL offers five different types of Sanchayapatra. Those are: 

1) Bangladesh Sanchayapatra. 

2) Poribar Sanchayapatra. 

3) Quarterly rest Sanchayapatra. 

4) Semi-aJl!luallY rest Sanchayapatra. 

5) Yea:rl¥{est/defense Sanchayapatra . 
. , 

~<\ . 

3.2.1H. TeI;graphic Transfer (TT) '.'.' ' 
:i:- ;,,:~r:'<-~., . 

It is the quickest method of remitting fund from one place to another. In this 
procedure, no instrument is sent to the paying,liQlnch. Only message is sent over 
telephone or telex and the paying branch mak~s,i>a~ent after getting me_s~age~ :Both 
the parties during the transaction use a confidenti~l test nu~ber. 

. . , . ~ 
1,,",. 

~", , 
.~. J~. 

3.2.11. Demand Draft (DD)1 ~~ .. :;. 
1~"'''~ . 
;'\ 

:;~\~~ 
_:-~~tjn. 

:_;:..:,Y 

Demand draft is the-,most popular instrument ofi:itmitting fund. It i~, an order to pay 
money drawn by' one branch of a bank upon ariBlh~r branch or the same bank for a 
particular sum of money which is payab,le to order on demand. A draft cannot be 
drawn payable to bearer. It is always drawn payable to the order of a named payee. 

3.2.1J. Locker 

SBL also provides locker facilities to its clientele. Under these facilities, the key of 
the locker is given to the client. 1be client can keep anything into the locker, which 
ensures the security of the goods kept into it. Against this facility, a client pays rent to 
the bank. SBL provides its locker facility through two branches that are Gulshan 
branch and Uttara branch. SBL provides different types of locker facilities to its client 
with different requirements. These lockers can be classified into different categories, 
which are-

+ Small Locker. 

+ Medium Locker. 

+ Large Locker. 
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3.2.1K. Pay Order 

SBL also issues pay order. It is issued within the clearinghouse areas and transacted 
by the clearinghouse. 

3.2.1L. Clearing Section 

The main function of this section is to collect instrument on behalf of its ~ustomers as 
agent through 6i~aring house or OBC (Outward Bill Collection) and to make payment 
against the account payee instrument, drawn upon that branch, received from"clearing 
house qr~JJ)fough mc (Inward Bill Collection). This section receives all kinds of 
account paree instrument from its customer for; ~ollection. The instruments are 
cheques, dr~ dividend warrant etc. if the insfi:Ument is drawn upon any bank which 
is situated ~ith in the clearing area the :baq.!<.:,~ol1ects it through clearing house and if 
any instrUnlent is drawn upon any bank~hlch. is situated out of its clearing or of any 
branch of the receiving bank, the bank c'ollect8'\tt through OBC. 
Clearing section receives instruments for tWq.;,p.lf:tposes: for collection and for ~:; 
payment purpose from its customer, clearing ~qUs~, .ot~er banks and from.q$er" 

.- 1· . 
branches of the same bank. ~ r ~ :- ._; ., " 

received by this section, According to th~ ati~~e critertQDy the instruments, 
can be classified as under- .t,J 'r' 

.. ,.y 

J'\ 

1) Clearing Instruments: 

a) Outward clearing instruments 

b) Inward clearing instruments ,-

2) Inter branch (outside clearing) instruments: 

a) OBC instruments 

b) mc instrument 

3) Inter-branch instruments: 

a) OBC instruments 

b) mc instruments 

4-) Internal transfer instruments. 
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The discussion about these instruments and collection and payment procedures are 
given below. 

3.2.1L- 1. Clearing Instruments 

The instruments that are to be collected or paiJ through clearinghouse are called 
clearing instruments. These instruments are grouped under tV\/O heads-

a) Inward cf~aring instnuncnts 
,', ' , 

, ........ \ 

b) Ou~af(i' clearing instruments 

~-'-. 

(a) Inward:cJearing instruments: 
.~, . 

\ ,", 

L..... "",\:. ~ 

The instruUi~nts, which are subject to coikction through clearinghouse, are called \ 
inward ~ldring instrument. The instrum,.eif~~at are drawn upon any bank branch 
with in the clearing are included in this '~oup~iThese instruments are 'received ,from 
the customers of the bank. They deposit the instfUti{ent in their account. When-the 
clearing officers receives this kind of instru~~ri~ .he' cigs the deposit slip with the 
instrument and gives a duplicate slip to the depositor after giving, "ReceIved for 
Collection'" seal anct,signing on it. Then he gives,-a spe . - :~Qn:>ssing on it arid sends it 

L~".:-. • .~t1i;! 

to the person w,ho'!ecords it ¥t~)Utward clearing r~:, '-'" . ugh computer and 
copies it in a floppy disk which""is to be sent the 13ir . ...;. Bank clearing house and 

~ .. ,,_,.;r' ~ ~w-r .vea!!l>"l.O' .. ./ 

gives "posted" seal on it. #" ,,/.;'jP" ';~,-;-' 
\tm '( ," ~. -

.AJ'ter'the computer posting is completed the1~fearing officer clearing seal with the 
date of clearing house and art :mthorized officer gives an endorsement so that the 
payee 's NC is credited on the back of the instrument. Then the clearing officer 
prepareq. schedule for the instruments ' and sends, to the main branch for submitting to 
the Bangladesh Bank clearinghouse along with floppy disk. 

Clearing officer gets from computer a list of the instruments, which are sent to the 
clearinghouse and an another list in which the instruments are arranged bank wise 
with amount. He files these two lists in the outward clearing file. 

After receiving those instruments main branch sends an advice to credit the payee 's 
account and sends the instruments to the clearinghouse for collection. Getting the 
advice the original branch gets information on the next day of sending the 
instruments. If the instruments are honored no more activities are required. But if 
dishonored, the clearing officer records in the "Clearing return register" and reverses 
the previously passed entry, that is, debits the payee ' s account by crediting Southeast 
general account. Then he returns the returned instrument to the depositor after taking 
his signature in the "Clearing return register. " 
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l -

(b) Outward clearing instruments: 

The instrument, which is received from clearing house for payment purpose is called 
outward clearing instruments. These instruments are drawn upon SBL's branch and 
deposited in a bank, which is situated in the clearing area. 
After receiving the instruments from the clearinghouse the clearing officer records it 
in the Inward clearing registers and sends it to the computer operator for computing 
posting, After, giving posting the operator puts "posted" seal on the ,ins~rument and 
passes to the p~sing officer. The computer operator confums that the drawer of that 
instrument have sufficient fund in hislher account to honor the instrument.., 
The pa.§sing officer checks all the material parts of the instrument and verifies: 
signafqr.~. If he gets every thing in order he sends it to the clearing officer after 
canceTing\t, Then the clearing officer passes ~ ,voucher by debiting drawer 's account 
and credit~g Southeast general account and .sertds a credit advice to the main branch. 
Howev~r, }I;the passing officer does n:ot.~t every thing in order he sends it to the \ 
clearing officer with a return memo. T~en t1\.e clearing officer marks in the "Inward 
Clearing Register". At last, he returns th~ instrument to the main branch along l,vith a 

. . ~-~ 
return advIce. ..,.l /r~", 

3.2.1L- 2. Inter Branch (Outside Clearing) tn~tTUthents: 
_ J _ •.. ~_' • 

"-:' 
These instrurhenfs\'~e also of two types-

/. J::"'~1<''''''' 
..t. j ~\ 

1) OBC instruments A' 
.. 

2) mc instruments 

OBC Instruments: 

The instruments, which are received for collection purpose from the bank branches 
out of clearing area are called OBC instrument. These instruments are received from 
the customers. They deposit the instruments in their account. The receiving 
procedure is almost same- as receiving of clearing instruments. After receiving the 
clearing officer gives special crossing the instrument and records in the OBC 
register. He puts "OBC" seal on the instrument and gives OBC number on it from the 
register and an authorized officer gives endorsement so that "Payee 's account will be 
credited on realization" on the back of the instrument. 

IBC Instruments: 

The instruments, which are received from any other bank out of the clearing area for 
payment purpose, are mentioned as IBC instruments. These instruments are drawn 
upon our branch and deposited to the collecting bank. After receiving this kind of 
instrument the clearing officer sends it to the computer operator for computer 
posting. The computer operator confirm') the drawer have enough money in his 
account to honor the instrument gives posting and puts "Posted" seal on that and 
sends to the passing officer who checks the material parts and verifies signature. If 
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every thing is in order, he sends it to the clearing officer after canceling it. The 
clearing officer records in the mc register, put mc seal on the instrument and give 
mc number from the register and sends to the remittance department for issuing DD. 
After the DD is issued the clearing officer passes voucher by crediting Southeast 
general /vC and debiting the drawer 's ."'-';C and sends the proceeds to the collecting 
bank. 

3.2.1L- 3. Inter Branch Instruments: 

OBC Instruments: " 

..... 

The ~ments; which are given to any branch of the same bank for collection 
r ~~ 

purpose is called, inter branch OBC instrument. ·The operational steps are alike as 
receiving fot,collection purpose against inter:-ba.Ttk OBC. However, here the issuing 
bank send&;bpe debit advice to the other tq.,.4ebit the payee's account if instrument is 
honored~ ~;-'7"" -,~." 

;T >;~: 

IBC Instruments: 
" 

The instruments, which are received from any hri~~h lof *e same bank f~r~payment 
purpose, are grouped under this head. Tht: opera dona ' '-~~ rt: almost same as 
paying against:jntetbank IB<;,"ipstruments excepto"" tep. In this case" instead 
of issuing DD 'the paying ~~.!f1hth sends :l credit ~~." ~ A collecting l?,ranch to 
credit the payee 's accounf"n the instrument is h§Jored. _., " .;/\!>' 

" "'\ ~~-;,'~ \~. 
3.2.1L- 4. Internal Transfer Instrument: 

The instrument received drawn upon SBL's branch by one of its customer and the 
payee is also its customer are grouped under thi~ class. In this case, the bank acts 
both as collecting bank and paying bank. 

3.2.1M. ATM Card Services 

E-Cash ATM is the first time in Bangladesh. SBL offers this service \vith multiple 
banks to service the valuabk customers in this preferable area. You will have to open 
an A/C and minimum balance is required Tk 20001= for A ThJ Cards and you can 
'vvithdraw maximum Tk 20000/= per day if balance is availabk ami service charge is 
Tk 1500/= per year. 

It is easy, convenient, secure and reliable. It allows its customers to conduct banking 
transactions and pay utility bills 24 hours a day. The function of this system is when 
cash is required for an emergency or on a holiday or after banking hours, there is no 
choice but to wait until th~ bank opened the next day. E-Cash ATM, gives you access 
to your account any time of the day whether it's a holiday or after banking hours. It is 
located in the major shopping centers, business districts and residential areas and you 
can withdraw your money from these sections through A TM Cards. 
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3.3 Foreign Exchange Department 

Nowaday's bank plays a vital role in international trade . . -\11 exports and imports are 
executed through banks. They make the way through which the exporter can get 
payment from the importer and provides advances facilities. SBL performs these 
operations by its Foreign Exchange Department. It is not only helps in export and 
import process, but also provides customers foreign remittance and travelers cheque 
services~ The different services offered by the Foreign Exchange Department of SBL 
are as fol1qw~: ,,\ ' 

>- Lett~rof Credit (Export) 

_~~-... ".l... 

>- Letter of Credit (Import) '. 
"';~~\ ~~.~:.-'~ 

These two ~kiegories are discussed belo'w~ " , ' 
t' ;/1' _ .:-w-:"'"" ..... ....! ... 

3.3 .1. L:tt:~ of Credit (Export) "i;>"~ ')~~, 
~ -:z /f,;f~ti . 

Export means goods and services sold by on~ c6'fultry 'to another country. A Letter of 
' . i' " '. . ' .. , .... .." 

Credit (UC) is an instrument issued by a bankbmbehalf of the importer (buyer) 
promising to ,pay t1!~,exporter '(beneficiary) upon - of"shipping documents 
in compliance' witlt~ihe terffis$tipulated therein. to the cuStomers 

'.A oF" , 

through this department ar"e P~icKing Credit, F Bill Collection, 
Foreign Documentary BilfPurchase, SWIFT 

" .. , 

3.3. 1. 1. Requir~d Documents in LlC Ope 
I .. ' ~ 

In the export departments, the documents' carry every meaning to the export Uc. 
Require~ docllffients are briefly discussed in the, following sections: 

3.3.1.1,-\. Financial Documents: 

• Bill of Exchange (Draft)-

It is an unconditional promise drawn by one party, usually the exporter, instructing 
the buyer to pa~i the face amount of the draft upon presentation. The draft represents 
the exporter ' s fOlmal demand for payment from the buyer. A draft affords the 
exporter less protection than a VC, since the banks are not obligated to honor 
payments on the buyer' s behalf. 

• Commercial Invoice-

Every international transaction requires a commercial invoice that is a bill or 
statement for the goods sold. This document often serves several purposes; some 
countries require a copy for customs clearance and it is one of the financial documents 
required in international commercial payments. 

\ 
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• Packing List-

It includes merchandise, weight and size, showing quality, cartons etc . 

• Certificate of Origin-

These forms must be obtained from the country ' s consulate and returned with two to 
eight copies in the language of the country, along with copies of other required 
documentation ,(e~g., import license, commercial invoice, and/or bill oflading), before 
certifica~ioD,'is '·granted. . . \ 
• In~pecti0n Certificate-

This certrri~~te issued by the neutral organizati~ii studying those goods has been 

inspecte~ p/1~r shipment. 'Jf:''':, \ 
'" -'. 

~ )_t 

j, ,- --• Insurance-
," ~ :z;-r:.~-{':-"". . .!.... 

'j- .~~ 

Insurance is considered a key document in ~~P9rt,trad~. The document isissumg that 
the goods are in proper conditions. . ~ t .' .'. ' .' 

• 4 

·, •. l"t": 

3.3. 1. lB. Transport Docume.nts: 
.' \ \ #.Jr .... 

• K",} 

~.:--~ .. 

• Bill ofLadin,g- " /\ .:,~. or :Y~" 
- ;.;~!/ 

It serves as a receipt" for shipment and a SUmnlMy of freight charges; most 
importantly, it conveys title tb the merchandise. Following materials will be included 
with BIL-

./ A description of the merchandise 

0/ Identification marks on the merchandise 

-
./ Evidence of loading ports 

./ Name of th~ exporter 

./ Name of the importer 

./ Status of freight charges 

./ Date of shipment 

• Non Negotiable-

Title of cargo cannot be transported by endorsement. 
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• A.irway Bills-

Wilen the merchandise is shipped by air. the carrier will issue an airway bill. 

• Charter Parity-

Bill of lading issued by ~he party which takes lease for the VesseL 

• Postal Carrier- "'. 

After r~eiying goods the agent Jiill give receipt. 
.~ ~ 

3.3.:2. Letter~Of Credit (Import) 
.';...,! 

~ ~~:r ~.,~0. 

The import'section provides fmance to iriiporters, helps them in conversion of home 
cUlTency into foreign currency and payingJo tii~ttxporter. TIlls section open import 
LiC and Back to Back L/C and sanctions credit'pnut for opening L/Cs. .. ~ 
Limit is a kind of continuous advance facility-.gjven-to;the importer. The import~r can 
open import UC and Back to Back LlC up to \lieianctioned limit during the 
stipulated tiine for ~hich the limit is sanctioned. LinpJ' __ -!fie . ~erally sanctioned to the 
regular customers'who make ~n,>their transaction \YithL rticular branch. LImit 

\ 

sanctioning is ~ot compul~qryl~ all cases of op~li_i~lf'&>. case of a single import 
L/C to impOli some goodtfor only one time; saqGf10ning limit is not necessary. In this 

::t + '~fi"g...1. "-

case. only an approval from the head office is .f~ired. ' 
. '0.\3 

3.3.2.1. Import LIC Opening 

:\fter getting the limit sanctioned (whenever necessary) the importer applies to the 
bank for opening a LiC with indent or program invoice and IRe. However, if the 
party wants to open a Back to Back DC he has to submit the master LlC received 
from the imponer. Then th~ bank check the above mentioned documents and consult 
the source of fund of the importer. If all are in order, the bank supplies the importer a 
L/C Agreement (LeA) fOlm. After properly filling the LCA form, the importer 
submits it to the bank along with a forwarding request letter. After receiving the LeA 
fonn the banker' prepares the LlC with due margin, checks the L'C again, records in 
the Lie opening register and passes to voucher. 

3.3.2.2. Import Procedure 

Following materials are required for import to contribute this process-

• Submission of Application form and Import form 

• Proposal sent to the Head Office for Approval by the Branch Bank 
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• Required Documents Submission 

• Payment of Swift, Telex and Commission Charges 

• Documents sent to the Foreign Exporter 

• Export D?cum~ts Received from the Exporter 

• PaYIl2ent~\Against Document of Release Order from the Bank 

• 

• 

-- . Loan Against Imported !vlerchandise or Letter of Trust Receipt if required by the 
party ~' . \", 

... ~':~ 
d~~~ 

GoodS released from the port 

3.3.2.3. Required Documents to continu~ the~lJe:: 
~ : f-- -

.! 

• Valid Import Registration Certificate (IRGt -, 
.. , 

• Trade Lic ens e-' .. ..( .. " '-J."'" 
J 

fot() 
\ 

Tin Certificate -, • > • 

• Vat Certificate 

• Insurance Cover Note 

• Insurance Cover Invoice 

• Certificate of Government 

• Import Form Duly Signed 

• PerfOlma Invoice Supplied by the Beneficiary 

• :Vlust have the OD account in the Bank. 

3.4 Credit {Loans & Advance Department} 

Credit department is the most important department of a bank. Banks borrow from the 
depositors to earn profit. Without lending a bank can not continue its business. 
Moreover, bank 's role in the economic development is played tlu'ough this 
department. It enables trade, commerce, industry and agriculture to meet their short
term requirements of funds . SBL offered credit facilities to its potential customers. 
Credit is the confidence of the lender on the ability and willingness of the borrower to 
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repay the debts at a future date. A long portion of operating income is derived from 
lending. The loans and advance department does this function. The classification of 
loans and advances are as follows: 

Cash 
k 

Credit ~. 
; ;!-O:' 

Secured 
Overdraft 

Loans &Advance 

, 
" 

Lease Loans 
Finance 

. . . .;..~~ .. 
-

Figure-3.1: Classification of ,Loan.s and Ad"ances 
• ~J·iZ::1.t.!..#'~0.', 

:.-:- i','f;h>--- -." 

3.4.1. Cash Credit-

, 
Bank 
Guarantee 

~. ," ~ .~~~ . _~:J ~i~§11 
Cash credit faciliti~s are .allow,e4 against pledge or,· li~" ""' <J..t,.·<'ation of goods. Under this 
arrangement the borrower "c.<l-ri;6orrow any time wiij}jtit' eed limit and can 

v.~'.-:r ;!:C ;."!.: ..... .,..,. • 

deposit money to adjust wHenever he does haveAUfplus cash,in hand .. All the 
nationalized banks &illow cash' credit (Hypoth~on 'or Pledge) fa~ilities. SBL does 
not practice the cash credit facility. :~-;,tr 

3.~.2. Secured O"erdraft (SOD)-

Basically this an agreement between a banker and his customer by which the later is 
allowed to withdraw over and above his credit balance in his/their current account. 
This is a temporary accommodation. Secured overdrafts are of two types-

a) Secured overdraft (Financial Obligation) 

b) Secured overdraft (General) 

3.4.2.1. Secured O"erdraft (Financial Obligation) 

This type of secured overdraft is given against the security of fmancial documents. 
These documents include FDR, DPS, Bonds etc. This type of overdraft is applicable 
for any individual or any trading concerns. 
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~ Security Against Secured Overdraft 

a. Charge Documentation 
b. Letter of Lien and authority for advance against FLxed DepositIBonds etc. 

3..4.2.2. Secured Overdraft (General) 

These sODs of secured overdraft are given mainly against the work others: 
Disbursemeni;s ru:e made"only after assertion of genuineness of the work order and 
after compie~on \~f all formalities. Drawings shall be allowed only against tl{e valid 
supply. l3,.egistered irrevocable general power of attorney to be executed by tlie. < 
bOITO\:vet.jp. favor of the bank for the direct collection of cheques and bills to be'issued 
by the ~ork~ordering agency against the supply of the work ordered. The department 
officially issues a letter of acceptance to-..issue, aiL-cheques, bills etc. against the 
concerned sli'Wlv! work order in favor ,of SBL. ' 

", ( ;:~ ~ ., ~{?~~\ 
'} ..t' .,"_.. : !. 

-,. Security Against Secured Overdraft. ,,~ ~~ .. 
-r-~ lf~~:Y,\ 

a. Primary: lien of the work order or supply'prdet.:. , 
. '~-,a- -.~ . " --_~"0' 

0' ~ J 

b, Collateral; regist~!,ed Nlortgage of land or irhniovabL ::~ 0' erty. 
~;''1.'' JC' . .~ ~ :. :, .. ~~. ~; ~ -:. -f~'~' . 

c, Charge documents: derv,~mrpromissory note,..\. " '. ' eement, l~tter oflien, 
letter of hypothecationiletter of continuity, l~1tet~ of guarantee, memorandum of 

,. .' ~ ..! 

deposit of the title deed etc. '" , :<' 

There are yariqus types of loans being sanct!0n,e4 by SBL. These loans are short terms 
and long term. Loans that mature within a year are called short-term loans. If the loan 
is more than a year it is called long term. SBL gives loans to different sectors like 
house building, general, employees loans etc. 

3..4.3.1. Mode of Repayment 

Usually loans a~'e repaid on the basis of monthly installments to be started after one 
month from the date of disbursement and balanl.:t: if any wiihin validity. 

3 ..... 3.2. Security 

1. usually charge to be created on fL'{ed and floating assets. 
2. Registered mortgage deed executed under supervision of the lawyer and every 

thing remains under banks safe custody. 
3. Demand promissory note, letter of agreement, letter of disbursement, letter of 

guarantee, memorandum of deposit of title deed. 
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3 ..... 3.3. Interest Rate 

Usually the interest rate varies from 14°tQ to 17%. But for the employees the rate is 
only 8~'o. 

3.4.4. Lease Finance 

In lease f1p.ance, a customer takes lease rent from the bank for a certa~ period, which 
is owned by the bank. The equipment or lease product is given to the customer prior 
to some agreement and the-customer pays monthly/quarterly installments ag~inst it. 
The party.-it r'equested to deposit a number of installments before hand and the hank 
pays the'p<~!. On payment of the installments the customer does not become the- ; 
owner of the~a.;rticles, rather he has to pay a transfer value as per agreement to set 
ownership oftl,te same. Usually tlie bank -asks £ot:'no additional collateral. This gives 
advantages t?the customer in respect of'pawent of taxes, as the bank owns the 
article. Inier~st is usually from 14<!tQ-17%/;:f'?\ 

3 ..... 5. Bank Guarantee . 
C1 

:-:~U'~ 
/7 t~~1:" 

Bank guarantee is used against work order. As':,~o*~rder being obtained liiihe ' 
customer, bank gives1;3id Bond to few for participating' - e;:lt.mder. Nunnally Bid 
Bond is issued agams.i'charge gpcuments. Dependin . ....: ' . 'relationship with the 
party bank may be relaxed t\le 'Se~urity margins. . .... 

;too'!;,...) "ii,,:2 __ ..& 
;rf\ r../- <-k-;"''P }~ ",,:r 

_. -
~. 

3.5 Gash Deoartment 

This department performs all kinds of caSh 'transaction in any particular bank. The 
responsibi!ities. of the officers of this deprutment ~e incredible. As their operations 
are related to cash, they are to perform their job with extreme accuracy. The function 
of this depaltment is to receive and payment cash. This department receives cash from 
the depositors and pays cash against cheques, drafts, payorder and pay slip over the 
counter. 

3.6 Accounts Department 

Recording all kinds of transaction of the branch, confIrming their accuracy and 
preparing statements are the main job of this department. Nowadays under 
computerized banking system the job of the accounts department became very easy. 
In computerized accounts department of SBL, the clean cash statement and 
supplementary statement on the computer directly prepares party ledger vouchers. 
The accountant needs not to prepare these manually. The functions of this department 
can be divided into two parts-

a) Daily functions and 

b) Periodical functions. 
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In literature review we review the theories related to the issues investigated in this 
report. It includes all the necessary aspects of human resource management theory. 
This report deals with three different areas of Human resource management that are-

1. Development function 

') Maintenance 'wnction .... 
.,.\\ 

3. ~[ottyation function 
, . 

Some pr~;o~itions have been developed based on the.review of literature in this 
chapter. :.: ., ~ ' 

t.J 
r J>'~:r ." _'.~ 

To know the-level of Human resource ~a'gement we need to have a clear concept \ 
about the term " Nfanagement". .. ' . 

. :~~ il~~~1' 
';- ... 

4.2 Management 
r . 

--;p';:,.:.z::;:i! ;..:' 

Management is the:'process .J~f efficiently gettin <-'¥' . " '1es completed with and 
tlu-ough other people. Th~_}~agement proces~t ., the planning, organizing, 
leading and controlling activities that take place~ t91~ccom 18h objectives, 

_0 .fl (DecJ:z~ &~~:~inS, 1999: p2) 

vvhile anagreement on the exact deftnition of management has not been reached, any 
defmition of" management must include three common factors: goals, limited 
resources and people. With reference to our" defmition, goals are the "activities 
completed" , limited resources are implied in ·'efficiently" . To reach the goal using 
limited resources we need people. The need for two or more people is the third and 
last requisite for management. It is with and through other people that managers 
perform their work. In summary, managers are those who work with and through 
other people, allocating scare resources to achieve goals. If any of these criteria is 
missing, there is less of a need for management. 

For fulftlling the defmition of management, we need the people to be at the right place 
with a level of mind, that is a mind with commitment and motivation. When there is a 
question of managing people with a proper level of mind, the need for Human 
resource management arises. 

-I . .3Human Resource Nlanagemellt 

I-IR.:.\,'1 practice i') a fairly recent one. Nlostly due to some historical influences 
throughout this century have brought this subject forward and made it widely 
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accepted. Nowaday, many renowned and multinational companies such as General 
ylotors, City Bank Ltd. etc, have separate Human Resource departments. 

In the context of Bangladesh, HR.,."\;I is not such a popular term. It is slowly being 
introduced in the companies and Banks of Bangladesh, especially through different 
multinational companies who have a practice of HRM in other branches. Much 
research has not also been done in this field only except for some academic purposes 
and a feV'{ pro,~ess~onal purposes, \ 

Human Resourc~' NIanagement (HRM) is concerned with the 'people' dimension in 
manageIl}ent: Since, every organization is made up of people, acquiring theii-services, 
developing their skills, motivating' them to high levels of performance, and erisuring 

;--" , 

that they co:Qtinue to maintain their commitment to ' the organization are essential to 
achieve orga!ri.zational objectives. This is true;'tegaid less of the type of organization 
-govemmfnt:1business, education, healt~J~creation, or social action. Getting and \ 
keeping goOd'people is critical to the suqoes8:PJ every organization, whether profit or 
non- profit, public or plivate. Those organiiations that are able to acquire, develop, 
stimulate and keep outstanding workers wilLb~156th effective (able to achiev~ their 

, " -' , • ' '1 

goals) and efficient (spending< the leastamo~t'iP( resources necessary). -Those 
organizations that art ineffective or inefficient'psffui hazard of stagnatmg' or going 
out of busines.s survixal of an organization requires wI1l ~ ~1 managers and workers 
coordinating their,efforts toward an ultimate goal. -

.,;,""'....., ~\.:a\ 

;y" -j -( ',~:;;' .. ' - .,; 

Bank is as good as any ather business organ}ildion. t IS mainly ,L-pi'ofit-oriented 
organization. I got'~e opportunity to do my~Jm1~n1ship m~-Soutl].e;~t Bank limited 
which is also a profit oriented organization';{1fud to look. closely to their Human 
resource management, 

(Decenzo & Robbins, 1999; pp.34) 

4.4 HRJ.H jHodel 

In recent years there has been relative agreement among HRivI specialists as to what 
constitutes the field of HR1\{ The American Society for Training and Development 
(ASTD) developed the model that provided the focus. In its study, ASTD identified 
nine human resource areas. Those are as fo llows-

1. Training and Development 

2. Organization and Development 

3. Organization! Job design 

~. Human resource planning 

5. Selection and Staffmg 

6. Personnel research and Information system 
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7. Compensation! Benefits 

8. Employee Assistance 

9. Union! Labor relations 

Figure-4.1 HRM Model 
• -.I • 

~ '" \ 
'to ~ , 

"' .... \ 
" 

MAINTENANCE 
• SAFET Y ~.,~HEALTH 
• EMPLo.iEtj ' LABOR 

RELATIONS 

ACQUISITION 
• HU1-1.AN RESOURCE 

PLANNING 

• RECRU IT ING 
- INTERNAb 

.' -E:o{n;~4· 
• . EMPLOYEE 
. 5OCI:ALI ZATION 

~ 
I _;~," 

• ,JOB DESIGN 

• PERFORHANCE 
E'tAWiI.TION 

• ;<E"ARDS 

(Decenzo & Robins, 1999, p.7) 

DEVELOPMEN'l' 

• EMPLOYEE 
TRAIN ING 

• MANAGEMENT 
. DEVELOJ'MENT 

CAREER 
DEVELOPMENT 

• JOB EVALUATI ON 

• COMPSN SATI ON/ 
BENEFITS 

• "JISCIPLINE 

The HRM model shown in figure 4.1 is generic in nature and is too broad for our 
purpose. Because of the inter-relatedness of all the human resource functions and the 
impossible complexity of studding them in that state, more specifically is warranted. 

\ 
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4.5 Components ofHR.llI 

Figure-4.2: HRM Components 

TlUlNlNG& 
DEVELOPMENT 
Focus: idclllifying, 

UNIONI LABOR 
REU!IQNS .. 

. j~s: ~siiting 
..... ~:. healthy union! . 

assessing and. through 
pl!W!ied teanurili .:.: 

. helping dev~lop the key 
.. . . compi: tenCiCii, whi c~ 

enable individual~ to . : 

·· EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE 
. :.Fac~t~oviding pC"rsoilal problem 
: : selvib'gf;;ou~ling in individual 
·b'mpjoyees· : ... . 

COMl>ENSA tIONI BENEFITS . 
FocUs ~ asstiing comp~u,;ation and·
be~e£iiii .fai~essand co~sistency ' . 

. , 
L'?w"~''"''In 

.:.;" 

HUMA:N"R~SOURCE 
AREAS . t' t 

Output >;- j .·i . .. 
• Quality ~ life 
• Prudu"tivily 
• Readiness 

change 

... : .. ORGANIZ.AnO~ · 
.. : DEVELOPMENT 

· Focus: aSsuring healthy 
· infer· aBrl i!llra linit ... 

. .. relatibnshipsandbe\ping 
. : groups ini:tiares wut :: : . 
• mimag~ cbange . : ... : . 

·· oR~~ri~N~J013 
D~lGN :· · :"~ .'.~ ... 

· c ,:: F~:defintni:~w. ~ks 
: authority and ;s}'stemsslill· 

: be !)rgani'itd: ii$~ .' . 
. .. il1ie~l;h~rQSii :," . 

: or~.<iB:1IIIitiand in 
. :ihdivi~jobs 

.. .... ..:r •• 

~I":-· 

·.: .. iniMA.k~s()URCE . 

Focu~: oiatc iiing ". 
people aiidtlieit ·· 
careenieecfs and 
capabilities with 
jobs and career 
paJ:h.<; . 

PLANNING .. · .. 
· F-il·Cus: 'ci¢terrrtinisigtlie 
9r~ailon;.m~or ..•. 

. . ·· huin.ifresource ne~, · .. .... . 
. .. ..trategies and p.hilo~OpIiies 

To accomplish these objectives, in figure-4.2 another model of HR.Nf components is 
offered, which represents a more manageable f01111. To look at HR1\;1 more 
specifically, we suggest that it is a process consisting of four functions-Acquisition, 
Development, Motivation and Maintenance of human resources. In less academic 
tenns, we might describe these four functions as getting people, preparing them, 
activating them and keeping them. Now we look into these functions in more details. 
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4.5.1 Acquisition Function 

The acquisition function begins with planning, Relative to human resource 
requirements, we need to know where we are going and how we are going to get 
them. This includes the estimating of demands and supplies of labor. Acquisition also 
includes the recruitment, selection and socialization of employees. The acquisition 
function in ~f is itself a lengthy process and is too broad for our purpose. So we 
will not consi~er this acquisiti~n function as a part of our study, 

. - , .. \ "- ..... 

4.5.2 Dev~l~pri1'ent Function 

-
The dex~lopment can be viewed along three dimensions. The first is employee 

trainini which emphasizes skill development and the changing of attitudes among 
workers. The",second is management developdient, which concerns itself primarily 
with knowie<Jge acquisition and the" e.c'ement of an executive's conceptual '\ 
abilities: IThe third is career developm~rl'('\Yhich is the continual effort to match 
long-term individual and, organizationaf' ~eeds~;:Now we will look into the de1ails of 
this functions- . . -.' ;@'f''f; .. , 

... r- ::~" ', .. . . ~ 

.:J.5.2.1 Employee Training 
~-' (. 

: .~ . ' 

Every organizatiou.'needs to have well-trained enced people to perform 
.. ._ ,M .... _.:. 

the activities that have to bp ... ddne, If CutTent 'or ,,~"' ."" occupants .can meet this 
requirement, training is net important. When tti"lS no e case, it js . necessary to 

.i.. ... "i.Z _~.. r 

~aise the skill levels, and increase the. versat~ ~nd adaptabili~ .-?f empl?yees. As 
Jobs have beco~e more complex, the lIpportanee of employee trammg has mcreased. 
The rapid changes taking place during ', the last quarter-century in out highly 
sophisticated and complex society have .~created increased pressures for organizations 
to readap! the . products and services produce.d, . the manner in which Qroducts and 
services are produced and offered, the types of job required and the types of skills 
necessary to complete these jobs. In a rapidly changing society, employee training is 
not only an activity that is desirable but also an activity that an organization must 
commit resources to if it is to maintain a viable and knowledgeable work force. 

As we can see, employee training is getting more and mom importance, we will 
emphasize on this special term "Training". 

(a) Training-

Training is a learning experience in that it seeks a relatively permanent change in an 
individual that will improve his or her ability to perfoffil on the job. We typically say 
training can involve the changing of skills, knowledge, attitudes, or social behavior. It 
may mean changing what employees know, how they work, their attitudes toward 
their work or their interactions with their co-workers or their supervisor. 

(Decenzo &Robbins, 1999; pp.240- 24 1) 
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(b) Determining Training needs and Priorities 

In this part, we will see that how we lssess whether is a need for training, 
Management can determine this by answering four questions: 

;, \Vhat are the organization's goals? 

>- What tasks must be completed to achieve these goals? 

;, What, b~haViors are necessary for each job incumbent to complete his or her assigned tasl 

.' 
~ Wl1~t deficiencies if any do incumbent have in this skills, knowledge or attitudes , , . 

required performing the necessary behaviors? .. 
• ~' "l. " ::~'. ' .... 

We will ai~~ emphasize on the kind .of .~_igrial~that wam a manager that emplo:yec \ 
. . '. .t!. ~'-';:,f:'..!~ . 

trammg IS necessary ,;,~£" \ 
t 

>- Ones relate direct to productivity'; -'in,!d~te job perfOlmance or a :: drop m 
productivity. ,. i ;;;~ . ... 

> A result of job ~~design or a technological breakthr -' 
.~~ " ~. 

~ !,."; 
:~"": 

Trlining will be jridged 9~ 'it~ contribution to .. %-: '"y,''' .", e where pelfonn:.mcc 1<; .J 

fun ction of "kills. Jbilities:i:motivation and the ,~RPortunilf"fo perform~.,?· 
...... ,~~i 

Once it has been determined that training is urirleccs~ary 

,);- Training goals must be estJblishcd ~ 

. -
);- lvlanagers TTIl1't ~LlrJ:: what is to change :mci by how much 

(c) Form:)1 F. m pl lJyee-tra in ing -\Idhods 

The i~lOS~ popular tr~.ining ;:ndhods used by organizations can be classified JS .; i th ~r 

on-thc:-job \:1' otf-the-job training. In the follmving, we \\-'ill briefly in troduce th~ 

better known te.chniques from each category : 

> On-the-job Training 

The most widely used methods of trJining tJke place on the job. This CJn be attributed 
to the simplicity of su.:h methods and the impression that they are less costly to 
operate. On-the-Job training places the employees in an actual work situation and 
makes them apP-=Jr to be immediately productive. It is leaming by doing. For jobs that 
either are difficult to simulate or can be leamed quickly by watching and doing, 
on-the-job training makes sense, 
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One of the drawbacks to on-the-job trammg can be low productivity while th~ 

employees develop their skills. Another drawback ;;an be the errors made by the 
trainees while they learn. However, when the damage the trainees can do is minimal, 
where training facilities and personnel are limited and costly, and where it is desirable 
for the workers to learn the job under nonnal working wnditions, the benefits of on
the-job trJining frequently offset its drawbacks. 

Following are some classifications of on-the-job training: 

• Apprent!ceship Program 
, , 

'. • c 

People ~ee19ng to enter skilled trades, are often required to undergo apprentIceship 
training before they are accepted to journeyma~, status. Typically, this apprenticeship 
period is froq:l'two to five years. .; ,\" 

'::;-a 
_ I" .~~i 

• Job Instructing Training ::1!Jr~S\ 
J-;" '~~i 

. - ,~ 

During World War II, a Systematic appro~·ch.-t~·r.~e-job training was develOped to 
prepare supervisors to train operatives. This llnPr9ach , called job instruc.tion training 
(ill). TIT proved highly effective and became e~~ely P9pular. . ~(f 

". 
~·L'. 

~ OfT-the jobJ'ralning· $' ... '.';", 

\Y'" 
~ . \ -

,'::"'-;.--J ..& ~ 

Off-the-job training covetS" a number of tecJmJques - c~ssroom $lectures, films, 
demonstrations, ,case studies ' and other s"tion exerc~ses .>rand programm~d 
instruction. The facilities needed for each for"each of these techniques vary from a 
small makeshift classroom to an elaborate development center with large lecture halls, 
supplemented by small conference rooms with sophisticated audiovisual equipment, 
two-way minors, and all the frills. 

F oUmving are the details of some off-The-job training: 

• Classroom Lectures or Conferences 

The lecture or conference approach is well adapted to conveying specific infonnation 
-rules, procedures or methods. The use of audiovisuals or demonstrations can often 
make a fonnal dassroom presentation more interesting while increasing retention and 
offering a vehicle for clarifying more difficult points. The lecture's liabilities include 
possible lack of feedback and the lack of active involvement by the trainees. 
However, this can be partially offset by reducing the structured lecture fonnat and 
allowing trainees to provide feedback to the lecturer or creating discussion groups 
under the direction of a conference leader. 

4l 
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• Films 

NIotion pictures can be J useful training technique. Motion pictures Jre often used in 
conjunction with conference discussions to clarify and amplify those points that the 
film emphasized. 

• Simulation Exercises 

Any trainingact~yity that .explicitly places the trainee in an artificial envrronment that 
closely mirrm:s"actual working conditions can be considered a simulation. Simulation 
activities." m~lude case exercises, experiential exercises, ' complex computer ~tnodelinQ 
and vesj.jbl!Je training. ' ' -

}:. 
" 

" ~>' (I) Experieli~al Exercises " 
- ., ~f;i j \ ' 

Experientiaf"exercises are usually sh~(~-~'rul.:lun:u 1 t:aming t:xpt:rit:nl.:t:s wnt:rt: 
individual learns by doing. After completiriiJhe exercise, the facilitator or trainer 
typically discusses what happened and intiog.u4~~tl1eoreticaI concepts to help ~xplain 
the members ' behavior during tfie exercise. ' ;:-; ,; 

'~- lc ,or ••• .: , ~r 
j • ~~ 

(II) Computer .Modeling 
. ;. ~ ,~ l.i-.. '1, \-

~ .. t. ~ " ~ 

~ J:j~' . -f{\ '-" . 
Complex computer modelirJg( slffiulates the wgf .&, .c" ent by programming a 
Computer to. ~t~~e s~m(Fo~ the realities o~_j~~ob. ~: c.9mpuysimulat~s the 
number of cnhcalJ<?p dlffienslOns and allows t~~mg to take. plac~ •. wlthout the nsk or 
high costs that would be incurred if a mistake we're made in a real life-flying situation. 
Obviously, complex computer modeling is 'expensive and can be justified only where 
programs are fonna~ a number of tramees will be developed, and the costs of 
allowing,the individual to learn on the job are prohibitive. 

" Vestibule Training 

In vestibule training, employees learn their jobs on the equipment they will be using, 
but the training is conducted away from the actual work floor, Additionally, it 
minimizes the problem of transferring Teaming to the job, since vestibule training 
uses the same equipment the trainee will use on the job, 

4.5.2.2 :Management Development 

Management development is more future oriented and more concerned with education 
than is employee training, or assisting a person to become a better performer. By 
education, we mean that management development activities attempt to instill sound 
reasoning processes-to enhance one's ability to understand and interpret knowledge -
rather than imparting a body of serial facts or teaching a specific set of motor skills, 
Development therefore focuses more on the employee's Personal growth. 
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Successful managers have analytical, human, conceptual and specialized skills. They 
are able to think and understand. Training peers cannot overcome a manager's or 
potential manager's inability to understand cause-and-effect relationships. to 
synthesize from experience, to visualize relationships or to think logically. As a result, 
we suggest that management developmt:nl bt: prt:dominanlly an t:uul.:ation pro(;t;:ss 
rather than a training process. 

(Decenzo & Robbins, 1999; pp.250- 254) 

4.5.2.2A:' Methods for Developing ~Ianagers 
,'C , ' 

>- On-t.~\j~~ Development 

.JtLF . -- -

The deve1opw.ent of a manager's Cabilities can take place on-the-job. In this case, we 
review some;:J?opular on-the-job techniques. ..',,\y. 

~i ,. c, 
;,' f v¥¥ ,i *= 

• Coaching' l;('::~\ 
r l' . ,,-.~. ~ 

.' . 'I 

When a manger takes an active role in gw,~];~another manager, we refer,'to this 
activity as coaching. The effective coach, f~~etl1~t: on the tracke~, in fuLcotporate 
hierarchy, gives guidance through direction,"actVice" criticism and sugge~t;ons in an 
attempt to aid;the grq",th of the employee. The 'techni9.~~ " ,;;;inanagers, coathing other 
managers , has \!he':\'3dvantag~~\ that go with te"",', ""' :f"J" <;'1#' doing, particularly the 
opportunities for high int~1(~~ctibn and rapid fee .i< ~ '". 'If ~.rformance. :,n'individual 
can become a good manager without necessaril~15osses'sing the kn~~k of creating a 
proper teaming environment for others to do tI{~~e. ThuS-'lh~, 'effe'~tiveness of this 
technique relies or the ability of the "coach" ,~, , :' 

• Job Rotation 

Job rotation can be either horizontal or vertical. Vertical rotation is nothing more than 
promoting a Worker into a new position. In this case, we will emphasize the 
horizontal dimension of job rotation, or what may b~ bt:tlt:r undt:rslood as lalt:ral 
transfer. 

Job rotation represents an excellent method for broadening the manager or Potential 
manager, and for turning specialists into generalists. In addition to increasing the 
manager's experience and allowing the manager to absorb new information. It can 
reduce boredom and stimulate the development of new ideas. It can also provide 
opportunities for a more comprehensive and reliable evaluation of the manager by his 
or her supervisors. 

Horizontaljob transfers can be instituted-

1. On a planned basis-that is, by means of a development program whereby the 
worker spends two or three months in an activity and is then moved on 
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2. On a situational basis-that is by moving the person to another activity when the 
fIrst is no longer challenging to him or her, or to meet the needs of work scheduling. 
In other words, people may be put in a continual transfer mode. 

The advantages of job rotation are many. 

1. As already mentioned, it broadens employees and increases their experience. 

2. Boredom and monotony, which develop after a person has required the skills 
necessary , to-· .. peItorm a ' task effectively, are reduced when transfers are made 
frequentlY: \ Additionally, since job rotation permits a greater understanding. of other 
activitie"s....within the organization, people are prepared more rapidly to assume greater 
responsibilityl especially at the upper echelons. As one moves up the organization, it 
becomes increasingly necessary to understand:tl\e intricacies and intell'elationships of 
activitie,s" ~'q these abilities can be mor~~l!ickly acquired by moving about within \ 
the organization. ,;J" '\ 

-. ~.~~~~~ 

cti~eeriZo & Robbins, 1999; pp.2S& 258) 
.r .~: 1 _'-~ 

). OtT-the-job Development 
. _\ ... -:.' "t 

There are a wealth of'management developed tech,wg!-"" 
off job. We will briefly discu~:,.fhis in the followirlf.:· 

persoIUlel can partake in 
hs-

;~( -~~~~ 
- ~"E.:.#' 

• Lecture Cou .. se~ ;:~1 #T-
Formal lecture courses offer an opporfuniryfOr managers or potential managers to 
acquire knowledge and develop their conceptual and analytical abilities. In large 
organizations, Jhe lecture courses may be offer,e~ "in-house" by the organization itself 
and supported by outside college course work. Small organizations will utilize courses 
offered in development programs at universities and colleges, and through consulting 
organizations. Often, college and universities faculties are willing to provide specific 
courses to deal with the unique needs of an organization. 

4.5.2.3 Career Development 

The term "career" has a number of meanings. In popular usage it can mean 
advancement, profession, or a lifelong sequence of jobs. For our purposes, we will 
defme career as "a sequence of positions occupied by a person during the course of a 
lifetime". 

The study of careers takes on a very different orientation depending on whether it is 
awed from the perspective of the organization or the individual. 
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4.5.2.3A. Organization Career Development 

From an organizational or managerial standpoint, career development involves 
tracking career paths. Management seeks information so it can direct and monitor the 
progress of minorities and women, and to ensure capable managerial and technical 
talent will be ava.ilable to meet the organization's needs. 

4.5.2.3B.J~diVidual Career Development 
... \ 

In contt~~t, individual career development focuses on assisting individuals to identifY 
their £ajo?career goals and to detennine what they need to do to achieve these goals. 

,.... p' :. >.;-~ 
'~i !~ 

. '::'1! "~..,, (Decenzo & Robbins, 1999; pp256- 259) . 
" '::;:<;'..0"·1 \ 

Career development looks at the long-t[~ d~teer effectiveness and success of 
organizational personnel. ." '>=' ':t~f'~!'::.-:.i, 

, 
" -~ -:! 
I J • ~ 

j: -:1 

4.S.2.3C. Tl.te valu~ of Effective Career Developme 
'L ,~ ..... ':' . 

\._1.~ . ....\ 

We can identitY several p~jii#2 results that can 
development program: ;1'"'\ 

~ Ensures needed talent will be available 

--::"" .. ;..;.-r 

a well-designed career 

.." Improves the organization's ability to attract and retain high talent personnel 

-
~ Ensures that minorities and women get oppoliunities for growth and development 

> Reduces employee frustration. 

4.5.2.3D. Suggestion for more EfTective Organizational Career Development 

There are some methods or tools that managers can utilize to better match the career 
needs of their subordinates with the requirements of their organization. Following are 
the methods in details-

• Challenging Initial Jobs 

There is an increasing body of evidence indicating that an employee, who receives, 
specially challenging job assignments early in their careen do better on later jobs. 
More specifically, the degree of stimulation and challenge in a person's initial job 
assignment tends to be significantly related to later career success and retention in the 
organization. Apparently, i.nitial challenges, particularly if they are successfully met, 
stimulate a person to perform well in subsequent years. 
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• Periodic Job Change 

In addition to challenging initial job, managers should be aware that periodic job 
changes could achieve similar ends. Job changes can take the form of vertical 
promotions, lateral transfers or assignments organized around new tasks such as being 
made part of a special committee or task force. The important element in a job change 
that offers career, development . opportunities is the diverse and expanded range of 
experiences tba!)lewjob tasks can provide. Varied experiences present new tests to 
the individual· 'which, if successfully surmounted, build confidence an~ provide 
positive feedback that can encourage the undertaking of further new chall~itges and 
greatef'}-esponsibilities. Of course, periodic job changes also provide management 
with more yaried information as to the employee's. potential to move higher in the 
organizati~' yYhen four supervisors rate an erhployee as demonstrating high potential 
for prornoticr~ management can be mote esured it is receiving a reliable evaluation \ 
than when s~ch appraisal comes from OllJt·~,\ supervisor. 

: <'- )" 

• Sabbaticals 

')-V i =.:~. J .. - -: .~<:.:'{ 
A fmal suggestion toward making career devel~pment mOle effective is to' J!iake use 
of sabbaticals:or extended leave of absence. For 
t\vo-to-four-we'~k~~ation m~pe insufficient to pre~sures 
from day-to-daY-work. ~.:~ti~ded leave can attending executives 
development conferences, -u'ninterrupted ~~yisjting l~ciUreship at a 
university or other such activities that may "'.u,. __ "''' one's cai~er deyelopment. 

~1iddle managers and professional employee{in mid-career may become stagnant and - . . 

I that their performance level have p,latitude, This is frequently a response to the 
recognitiQn that not many more promotions can be anticipated. A period of time away 
a the organization may allow such individuals to develop new, non-work related 
-rests, to come to terms with the leveling off of their career, and to put their work into 
a life perspective. For employees at lower levels in the organization, the idea of 
sabbaticals ties in closely- with continuing education and training to facilitate the 
learning new skills that will make career advancement to higher levels feasible. 
Leaves of several months at a time can also be extended to all employees in the few 
years prior to it retirement. Such leaves allow the prospective retiree to begin to 
cultivate outside crests and to learn, gradually, how to adapt to life without formal 
work commitments. 

4.5.3 Maintenance Function 

Another important function ofHRivI is maintenance. The maintenance function is 
concerned with providing those working conditions that employees beli~ve Jr~ 
necessary in order to maintain their commitment to their organization. The objectives 
of this function are to retain people who are performing at high levels. This requires 
that the organization provide safe and healthful working conditions and satisfactory 
labor relations. The maintenance function includes: 
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-4.5.3.-\. Safety and Health 

~vlanagement has a responsibility to ensure that the workplace is free from 
unnecessary hazards and lhat L;onditions lhat conditions surroundings the workplace 
are not hazardous to employees physical or mental health. 

• The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) 

. ,:. 

The oCcuRatibnal Safety and Health Act (OSHA) outlines comprehensive and 
specifi«, ,'safety and health standards. OSHA has had a profound Unpact on 
orga~:zati9ns and they have had to bring their workplaces up-to OSHA standards. 

":';.. ; 

There are tfu.ny safety and health programs .;~~ed to the employees, which includes 
accident, ~vention measures. In ouf s!:£4i, -we will concentrate on the stress and \ 
bUfIlO\:it'wliich causes certain drop in proouc\ivity. 

:T .~ ... : '. 
~ . . ", 

. ~ 
;? ;'r?::"~:,; 

, -' 
4.S.3B. Stress 

, 

Stress is a dynamic condi~ion in 
opportunity, ;constt.~t or demand: 

which ~ k i mdlvidual 1S coflfronted with an 

• ~ . ... ~'..t 
'.,o J /(;} 

).> The outcome must be pgc:eived as importan~:' 
lI;l~"'>I ~:}.tr'· 

> Stress can be. positive or negative 
....... _ ... SI'" 

~~tl 
~y 

'.\ 

(Decenzo & Robbins, 1999; pp. 524) 

• Causes of Stress 

Stress is caused by personal factors and organizational factors and its symptoms are-

~ Physiological 

~ Psychological 

>- Behavioral 

4.S.3C. Burnout 

Burnout is a combination of emotional and lor physical exhaustion, lower job 
productivity and over depersonalization. 

(Decenzo & Robbins, 1999; pp.524) 
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• Causes of Burnout 

Burnout is caused by-

..,. Organizational Characteristics 

» Perceptions of Organization 

.. 

> Perceptions of Role 
\"" 

~. '- . 

> IndividUal Characteristics and 
, . 
... ldk-.... ,'" 

.,. Outcome .. 
". /:'"' ,. 

Burnout can;,ifrect the following-

.,. Health 
.i }~c;Y--"" 

.,. Attitude 
~ . 

» Emotions.; .\ 
.~ , .. ~.~'(:. .~ 
. . :;- 'l't \-. » Relations with other and Behavior 

.. ~·"'v·"i' "';. 

,-"r... -: {~~.'.. ~ __ ~ ,_ :.,...;,::-,,;;:« 

Burnout can be reduced through identification, ._~vention, mediatign and redemption: 
.' ~~ 

> coupling these techniques with focus on tKe individual, interpersonal relations, the 
workplace and the organization 

» Accurate identification must be made and programs tailored to meet the need. 

> The more progressive organization is attracting burnout proactively, rather than 
reactively. 

4.5.4 Motivation 

Motivation is an important aspect for any organization. If proper motivation is they 're 
among the employees then it will easily lead to reaching the organizational objectives. 
Motivation can be defmed as the stimulus causing drive, which leads to action in
order to satisfy, needs or wants. The concept of motivation is also used to describe the 
intensity of behavior. If the intensity of a behavior is more it means higher level of 
motivation. Moreover, motivation indicates the direction of behavior. The motivation 
function begins with the recognition that individuals are unique and that motivation 
techniques must reflect the needs of each individual. 

(Decenzo & Robbins, 1999; pp.5) 
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High performance depends on both ability and motivation. Many employees with 
extraordinary talents don 't perform satisfactory because they will not exert the 
necessary effort. Therefore, an organization desires to have capable employees who 
are also highly motivated. We might defme motivation in terms of some outward 
behavior. People who are "motivated" exert a greater effort perform those who are 
"not motivated". A more descriptive defmition would say motivation is the 
willingness to do something and is considered by this action 's ability to satisfy some 
need for .the individual. A need in this terminology means some internal state that 
makes certam o~comes appear attractive. This motivation process can be seen in the 
following .fi&Ure: '-

.\ r •• r" .~. 

Figure:,~~J:, Motivation Process: ' 

r"':nsatisfied ~ Tension r. Drives 
~ 

Search -. Goal. -.. Need 
Beha~6r Acllleveme Satisfaction 

~~::.1 
... : • ...ili < 

• 

The early Ipotivation theories offer insights ' ~toimqtivation, no single9!le' efforts a 
valid explanation fOI; ... why some people exert a;hlgh le~~ '~~ef:fort no their job while 
others do not, What is need in an integrative ..< ., .. ,, ~ ,. ne that ' recognizes the 

• ~ •• .oJ ~ ~ {. ...:...... _' 

importance ofn'eedS and tl},em:;s:atisfaction but ~J~~: s the contingency aspects 
relevant to particular peopj~-'m particular situatimi~:- uc "theory has._been formulate 
Jnd though it ha~ not been imrriune from attac~fit is curr~dy the dearest and most 
valid explanationo{individual motivation. Th~~xpectation theorY~ is referred: 
Expectation theory argues that the strengths of a tendency to act I a certain way 
depends on the strength of an expectation that the act will be followed by a given 
outcome and on the attractiveness of the outcome to the-individual. 

(Decenzo & Robbins. 1999; pp.320-321 ) 

-'.5A.! Compensation/ Pay structure 

Employees ' exchange works for rewards. Probably the most important reward, and 
-:crtainly the most obvious is money. The goals of compensation administration are to 
design the lowest cost pay structure that will attract, motivate and retain competent 
~mployees and that also will be perceived as fair by these employees: Fairness is a 
term that frequently arises in the administration of an organization 's compensation 
program. Organizations generally seek to pay the least that they have to in-order to 
minimize costs. So fairness means a wage or salary that is adequate for the demands 
and requirements of the job. But of course fairness is a two-way street. Employees 
also want fair compensation. 

\Vhile an organization pay employee, compensation systems are predominantly 
designed around jobs. That is the responsibilities and demands of the job determine a 
pay range. 

~ 

\ 
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4.S ... t2 Job Evaluation and Pay structure 

The essence of compensation administration is job evaluation and the establishmenr 
of a pay structure. In this case, we will tum, therefore to a defmition of job evaluation 
and a discussion how it is done. 

By job evaluation we mean using the information injob analysis in systematically 
determine the value of each job in relation to all jobs within the organi.zation. In short 
job evaluation seeks to ninkalI the jobs in the organization and place them in a 
hierarchythahwID reflect the relative worth of each. Importantly, this ' a raI)king of - , 

jobs, not.people. Job evaluation assumes normal performance of the job by a 'typical 
worker:).o, in effect, the process- ignores individUal abilities or the performance~ of the 
jobholder. Th~ ranking that results from job eva~uation is the n:teans to an end, not an 
end in itself;~, should be used to determine the' organization'spay structure. 

Si! 
:";; •• .l: 

r -;~:~ 
-.lo- ~.~ 

., "l 

4.S.4.3 Benefits and Sen'ices 
~., 

Individual expects more than wages or saIarY{frQnf their emp~oyers. Th~}~mount of 
paid vacation; the n\IDlber of sick leave days, and' -,' pensIOn programs are 
factors that wilh fufluence whether applicants enr,with .a given 
organization or" once empJqybO: whether they that organization. Since 
benefits are membershiv~based rew employees.. i'tegardless of 
performance they should not be expected to vate ernpl{,yees!< H~wever, there is 
evidence that. the absence of adequate and services can contribute to 
employee dissatisfaction and increased absenteeism and turnover. A good benefits 
package is in some cases, a primary reason why some job seekers choose certain 
organizations. Thus the subject of organizationa.lly provided benefits and services is 
important to the field of human resource management. 

Benefits are a major HRJ."\1 I!xpensc, adding approximately 40% to the direct wage 
bill. ylost organizations ' are required by law to provide Social Security insurance;!, 
unemployment, compensation, worker's compensation and state disability plans. 
Additional benefits that employers often provide inc1ude-

> Pay for Rest Periods 

> Pay for Holidays 

>- Pay for Vacations 

> Pay for Sick Leaves 

);- Pay for Leave of Absence 

> Pension Programs 
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., Capital Accumulation Programs 

;,. Accident Insurance 

:;;. Life Insurance 

.:;;. Health Insurance 

Other serVices *at many. employees provide inc1ude-

:;;. Socia} and Recreational Events 
...... 

;,. Cou~eling 

~ Cultural :Activities 

~ Credit Loans 

;,. Housing - . . ~- r·~ ~ . 
» Discount .on Purchases 

. . ;::~ 

.. It '":'"' -;-"' .. /i > Tuition Refunds for Edysattonal Courses 
, 
....... -~" ...... 

;::~~; '7J;:~y 

_:"":::;,.fiT " -

., , 

Benefits and services serve a valuable purpose ibj the employer an.d the employee. 
. ". ji.~ -. ... 

4.5.4.4 Performance Appraisal 

Within the motivation perfonnance appraisaL the importance of linking rewards to 
perfonnance will be highlighted. There are basically three purposes to which 
perfonnance appraisal can be put-

~ First, it can be used as a basis for reward allocations 

~ Second, these appraisal can be used for identifying areas where development 
efforts are needed 

>- Finally, the perfonnance appraisal can be used as a criterion against which 
selection devices and development programs are validated 

• Performance Appraisal and Expectation Theory 

Perfonnance is a vital component of expectancy theory. Specifically we must be 
concerned with the linkage between effort and perfonnance and between perfonnance 
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and rewards. To value the effort leading the perfonnance and perfonnance to the 
rewards they clearly have to know-

>- What is expected of them 

>- They need to know how their perfonnance will be measured 

>- Furthennore, they must feel confident that if they exert an effort within their 
capabilitie~, it will reSl!lt jn a satisfactory perfonnance and 

~ FinaJtr; ,they will achieve the rewards they value. 
~-- .... 

" , ODecenzo&Robb~, 1999;pp. 358-359) 
... ,.... " 

4.5.4.5 RewitijIs 
.~-

7i::f;~"~ 
.;~" .' ~ 

:. 
, t ,:'· 

The most obvious reward employees get fronlWork is pay. However, rewards also 
include promotions, desirable work assign:r'ne~~~:j.pd·;a host of other less obvious, 
payoffs a smile, acceptance by a-peer, a covert oroyeiHmplication that someone is 
doing a good job, or a kind word of recognition·f: r: ' ; -

- __ ~s,i.i~~ 
.. ODece . ," " ~ ·b~, 1999; pp. 358-359) 

t:';~ ~~ 
~ . .~. ::t~~.. -

• Rewards and Expectati~n ' Theory ~:-.ii?:.7- ,., ~_ 

Rewards have a great importance in the field oi;E~pectation theory. Organizations 
have to be concerned with the -attractiveness of rewards, which requires understanding 
and knowledge of what value the individual puts on organizational payoffs. The 
individuals will be rewarded with those things he ,or she values positively. Since 
people behave in ways that they believe are in their best interests, they constantly look 
for payoffs for their efforts. They expect good job perfonnance to lead to 
organizational rewards and they further seek rewards that will satisfy their individual 
goals or needs. 

Organizations then, use rewards to motivate people. They rely on rewards to motivate 
job candidates to join the organization. They certainly rely on rewards to get 
employees to come to work and perform effectively once they are hired. 

~ Types of Rewards 

There are a number of ways to classify rewards. For our study, we have considered 
the most typical one that is intrinsic and other is extrinsic reward. 

• Intrinsic Vs Extrinsic Reward 

Intrinsic rewards are the satisfactions one gets from the job itself. These satisfactions 
are self-initiate rewards, such as having pride in one's work, having a feeling of 
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accomplishment or begin part of a team. The techniques of job enrichment, shorter 
workweeks, flextime and job rotation can offer intrinsic rewards by providing 
interesting and challenging jobs and allowing the employees greater freedom. 

Extrinsic rewards include money, promotions and fringe benefits. Their common 
thread is that they are external to the job and come from an outside source, mainly 
management. Thus, if an employee experiences feelings of achievement or potential 
growth from a job, we would label such rewards as intrinsic. If the employee receives 
a salary incr~aseor a: write-up· in the company magazines, we would label those 
rewards as extrmsic. 

4.6 Ou!cP~~ ofHRM Model 
C 

'3'1.. _. . 

So far we ~ve talked about the speciai'comp'orlents of HRi\1 model which can be 
c1assi~ed ai,jpputs of HRM model. These .. J~9ints are Development, Maintenance and 
Motivati~nf.-These areas have been terme(fsPQkes oithe wheel in that each area 
impac ts on the human resource outputs, \~'hicii ~are-

~ ::: :~~~;~ 
- T~ .. ~ 

• Quality of work life 

• Productivity 
~ . - :z~~: 

• Readiness for change ot j.J " 

If these three outputs are not present, there will.;}lot be any effectiveness and 
efficiency in human resource management. Hete, we will take a closer look at each of 
these outputs. ~ 

4.6.1 Quality of work life 

Quality of work life is a multifaceted concept. The premise of quality of work life is 
having a work environment where employee 's activities become more important. 
This means implementing "procedures or policies that make the work less routine and 
more rewarding for the employees. These procedures or policies include autonomy, 
recognition, belonging, progress and development and external rewards. 

Autonomy deals with the amount of freedom that employees can exercise in their job. 
In a position where employees can set their own hours, more autonomy exists. 

Recognition involves being valued by others in the company. An individual's 
contribution to an organization is noticed and appreciated. 

Belonging refers to being part of the organization. Closely tied to recognition, an 
individual who belongs to an organization is one who shares the organization's 
values and is regarded as being a valuable part of the organization. 
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Progress and development refers to the"internal rewards available from the 
organization; challenges and accomplishment" . Finally, e~'{ternal rewards, which are 
usually in the fonn of salary and benefits but also include "promotion, rank and 
status". 

Taken together, these components provide for the quality of work life for the 
individual. If the quality of work life is lacking, then worker productivity may suffer. 

~. 6.2 ProdU:ct~;ity -

Produc~i~tY is the "quantity or volume of the major product or service that -an 
organi'ption provides". In other words, it is the amount of work that is being _ 
produ'~ed 'h.t the organization, in terms of how ,much and how,,Well. High productivity 
is what ma~es an organization tluive. Witho¢ a good product or service to sell, 
problems qi'jm organization are sure t6 ar,i~f!" .~ccordingly, productivity improvement \ 
programs ~te becoming more popular willi '6rganizations. Many components 
constitute the productivity factor. '1 hese I;ornpflnents can be condensed into four 
categories. ',;ff ;f3.'i!"':!J 

>- Capital,investment 

- Irmovation, 
, , . ' 

-- Learni.qg )" 

"- ~fotivation " 
Capital investment includes having the best possible machinery available that will 
help improve the efficiency of the workers. 

Irmovation is a process whereby new and creative ideas are welcomed, studied for 
their feas ibility and if feasibly, implemented. Some of the better-selling products or 
larger cost savings have come from ideas submitted by employees. 

Learning looks at training issues. Not only the individuals are expected to work 
effectively (doing the right thing) but also to be efficient as well (doing the things 
right). To be effective and efficient in their work, employees must have the proper 
skills and in many cases, these skills have to be taught-especially if we consider the 
skills needed to use a new price of equipment. 

Finally, productivity is contingent on an employee's motivation. The best trained 
employee, who not only has the ability but has access to the most-advanced piece of 
equipment, will not be productive ifhe or she is unwilling to be so. Attitude plays an 
impoItant role a to whether an individual has the propensity to work. Accordingly, to 
increase productivity an employee's attitude must be changed or in academic terms 
increase his or her morale. 
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-t.6.3 Readiness for change 

While productivity improvements can be achieved through a series of events- proper 
equipment, increased motivation-one common thread exists. The thread is a worker's 
ability to accept and implement changes. 

If one thing in this world could be said that is always true, it would be that things 
would never remain the same. Changes are a fact of life-in both our private and our 
work lives. At the.work site, we must be aware that changes will occur. The change 
might be subtle, such as getting a new boss or it might be a major endeavor, such as 
an organj.zaiion installing a computer system for the fJfSt time-automating many of the 
manuaI~ operations. But change rarely comes easily from everyone, in some cases, it is 
resisted. For. example, imagine the fear that many secretaries experience when 
confronted b~ an office automation endeavor.~' the organization, especially the 
secretaiy wh<i has had twenty-five years experience. To reduce the fear associated " 
with chang~, training is important. Onceih:e'~cretary has been given time to learn 
how to use the new equip,ment and toexperien¢e how efficient it is and how it makes 
her job easier, the fear of change can be reduce4;.TI·""", 

From an organizational prospective, employeeJ m~tmake changes to remain 
competitive; But it is also their responsibility t6 Communi~atc the forthcoming 
changes to their employees, i4entify why the chan~~i'e;l\Wcessary and lend their 
total support in 'ensuring tl!a! llid change takes pI~~rNiiJ1JPport can be in the form 
of time allowed to introdu2'e' a new system, timejdiOwed'"[or training ~d decreased 
production allowed"while one is in training as Nell as supportmg the ~hange bv 
budgeting monies so .that the complete change~; be,made. Through this pro;ess, 
employers can create a work atmosphere thatViews change as a positive and 
progressive endeavor. 

(Decenzo & Robbins, 1999; pp. 8-11) 
-t.7 Developed propositions on ~1 

Based on the literature review, some propositions have been developed. The 
propositions are listed below: 

• Development Function 

(a) Employment Training: 

Pl: The more trained are the employees in response to irmovationl change, the higher 
readiness for change. 

P2: The better and well trained the employees are, the higher the productivity 

(b) Management Development: 
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P3: The more the lateral job rotations, the more the manager 's ability to accept 
changes 

P 4: The higher the job rotation, the better the quality of work life. 

Ps: The availability of a coach aids the growth of the employees and hence higher the 
productivity. 
P6: The more the employees are encouraged to take up off the job training (lectures, 
workshops, s~nars, computer training etc.), the better their performance"and higher 
the productivity: 

(c) Car~e_r Development: ,- ~:.. 

P7: The mo_~ challenging initial jobs are, the higher the productivity employees. \ 

!. --;;~ ,- -; 

P8: PeriodiC-Job changes offer divert and.:exP'a,nded range of experience to employees 
and hence higher the productivity and rea~iries~ for change. 

P9: Sabbaticals or extended leaves may e~~f:~~-!-scareer development and-hence 
higher the productivity of employees. ': (.. ; ... -:~ 

• :Maintenance Function __ 
.--. --

P1O: The more the compensation/pay structure petc~~r~~;~}air by the, employees in 
relation to the responsibilities and demands ofth~job, the better the quality of work 
life. _: .... 

Pu: The higher the number of benefits and services offered, the less the employees 
dissatisfaction and hence better performance/productivity. 

Pl2: The more proactive the organization is towards attracting burnout and stress, the 
higher the employees' productiv1ty 

• Motiyation Function 

P13: The more employees perceive rewards offered by the organization to be 
consistent with good job performance, the higher the satisfaction and hence higher the 
productivity. 

So 
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5.1 Presentation of Findings 

From the literature reviews, we can see that the human Resource Management theory 
is one of the recognized theories, which defines the process of human resource 
management clearly. This report has investigated different aspects of human resource 
management in SBL, with particular emphasis on their development function, 
maintenance and motivation function. The sample of the survey for this study 
includes 45 employees of SBL. The analysis of data with respect to different aspects 
to human resource management is presented below: 

5.1.1 Development Function 

S.1.lA. Employee Training: 

With respect to the level of human resource management regarding employee 
training, the study reveals that SBL hardly otlers any training programs to the 
employees. 

25 -, 
! 

20 7----~ 

15 ------
10 -L-___ _ 

5 t------;::==== 
o -'----'----

owhene\€r 
needed 

. III Occasionally ' 

. 0 Hardl~ ' e\€r 

Figure-S.l: Frequency of training program in response to innovation 

Analysis of the data shows that, majority (9 1.1 %, N=4 1) of the respondents reported 
that SBL hardly offers any training program. Among these respondents, 46 .7% 
(N=21 ) reported that SBL hardly ever offers any training program. The remaining 
44.4% (N=20) reported that training programs are offered "occasionally" in SBL. 
Interestingly 4 respondents (8.9%) reported that they get the training wherever they 
need it. These employees perceived so because they hardly feel the need of any 
training program. 

\ 
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Figure-S.2: Performance improved by the training program 

When the employees were asked whether they perceived these training to have 
improved their performance, out of 45 respondents interviewed, 40% (N= 18) reported 
that these training programs have not improved their performance, 33.3% (N=15) 
replied that these have somewhat improved their performance. The remaining 26.7% 
(N= 12) replied positively 

\ 
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Figure-5.3: Quality of training program in SBL 

As per the investigation about the quality of training program, analysis of data reveals 
out of 45 respondents interviewed, 43.8% (N=22) of the respondents rated the training 
program as "Bad", 30% (N= 14) of the respondents rated the training program as 
"A verage". The remaining 24% (N=8) viewed the training program to be "Good". 
The rest 2.2% (N= l) reported the training program to be "excellent". 

\ 
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S.1.1B. Management Development: 

The effect of management developments plays a significant role in the study of 
human resource management. 
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Figure-SA: Frequency of being transferred laterally 

As shown in figure, majority 93.3% (N=42) reported that they hardly had any lateral 
transfer. Among these respondents 60% (N=27) respondents replied that they have 
never been transferred laterally (to different departments), 33 .3% (N=lS ) of them 
replied that they were transferred occasionally to different departments and the rest 
6.7% (N=3) of them said Jhat they have been transferred continually that is on a 
continual transfer mode. 

'\ 
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Figure-5.S: Responses in case of lateral transfer 

From the above figure, it can be seen that most 58% (N=10) of the employees 
perceived lateral transfer to be rewarding in terms of being less routined. They also 
said that lateral transfer offered them more challenge. Only 42% (N=8) replied that 
they did not find themselves to be rewarded in terms of being less routine and offering 
more challenges. Interestingly, the employees who were transferred occasionally also 
found themselves to be rewarded. Because they think that occasional transfer itself is 
a reward to them rather than having never been transferred. When the employees were 
asked to explain further , the most frequently mentioned reasons were: 

, Rotation in different departments has helped them to learn various operations of 
the bank. It also gave them a clear idea about how international trade and finance 
is on (10 times mentioned). 

> Another important reason mentioned by the employees that it also helped them to 
identify new opportunity for learning. Rotations have opened up new horizons for 
them in terms of learning new item and gather more experience (7 times 
mentioned) . 

., Working in different departments also helped them to reduce boredom. They also 
added that'rotation also helped them to cope up with the changes. Every time they 
worked in a new department, they had to adjust themselves in a new environment 
with a different set of people (6 times mentioned). 
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Figure-5.6: Manager acting as a coach to aid the efficiency and growth 

When the issue of availability of coaching as a management development techniques 
was investigated in SBL, majority 77.7% (N=35) of the respondents reported that they 
hardly had a manager acting as a coach. Among them, 53.6% (N=24) replied that they 
hardly ever had any and 24.4% (N= ll ) said that they occasionally found a manager 
acting as a coach_ The remaining 22.2% (N=lO) said that they always get the 
assistance of a manager whenever they need it. 
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Figure-5.7: Frequency of off-the-job training taken by the employees 

From the above figure , we can see that in SBL, majority 57.8% (N=26) of the 
employees are hardly encouraged to take up off-the-job training where as 33.3% 
(N=lS) occasionally takes up off-the-job training and the rest 8.9% (N=4) of them 
replied that they take up off-the-job training whenever they need it. 
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S.1.Ie. Career Development: 

The effect of career development plays a significant role in the context of human 
resource management career development focuses on assisting individuals to identify 
their major career goals and to determining what they need to do to achieve these 
goals. 
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Figure-5.8: Responses in case of receiving chaUenging initial job 

When the employees were asked whether they had received a degree of stimulation 
and challenge in their initial job which later have improved their productivity, out of 
45 number of respondents interviewed, 60% (N=27) of the respondents replied in 
positive. The remaining of the respondents reported that they have never received a 
degree of stimulation and challenge in their initial job. The reasons pointed by the 
majority are as follows: 

,. The most frequently pointed reason was that it worked as a new source of 
inspiration to them. They also mentioned that when they first joined the bank after 
deciding to take it as their career, it was totally a new environment to them. Each 
and every step was very new and thrilling to them. The impetus they got on the 
very first day of their career is still one of the main source of motivation for them 
(1 5 times mentioned) . 

., Some of them mentioned "competition" as one of the major reasons. They 
mentioned that the competition among the employees stimulate them to take it as 
a challenge (12 times mentioned) . 

., Another important fact mentioned by the employees was that getting a job it 
worked as a challenge to them (10 times mentioned). 

\ 
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The employee who replied in negative, pointed the reasons to be as follows: 

,. They mostly mentioned that their job was very repeated. They added that, to tind a 
new job as challenging, the organization has to build the right environment and to 
find the right person for the right job. In order to do that the organization should 
practice job rotation (both vertical and horizontal) frequently. They also 
emphasized by saying that "career path should be crystal clear so that one can 
understand where he or she is leading to and when" ( ] 0 times mentioned). 

". Some of them reported that it was challenging to them but the compensation and 
the facility was not ,enough to motivate them (7 times mentioned). 

\ 
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Figure-5.9: Frequency of periodic job change 

Analysis of the data shows that, majority 93.3% (N=42) of the respondents reported 
that SBL hardly offers periodic job change. Among these respondents 48.9% (N=22) 
said that they hardly ever had any periodic job change and 44.4% (N=20) reported 
the periodic job change to be occasionally. The remaining 6.7% (N=3) reported that 
they usually have this once a year. 

\ 
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Figure-5.~O: Frequency of sabbaticals or extended leaves 

When the employees were asked that whether SBL offers sabbaticals or extended 
leaves to have aided their career development, out of 45 member of respondents 
interviewed, majority 68.8% (N=31 ) of the respondents reported that SBL hardly 
offers any sabbaticals or extended leaves. Among these employees 24.4% (N=11 ), 
said that they hardly ever had any sabbaticals or extended leaves. 44.4% (N=20), 
reported that SBL occasionally offers these types of leaves. Among these 45 numbers 
of employees, most of them mentioned that in such cases they have to head for their 
study leaving the job. The remaining 4.4% (N=2) said that SBL offers sabbaticals 
once a year. Interestingly, a group of26.7% (N=12) respondents replied in positive. 
They reported that they get the leave "whenever needed". But these are the people 
who never felt the need of sabbaticals or extended leaves. What they really think is, 
they will get the leave whenever they will need it. 
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5.1.2 Maintenance Function 

Maintenance is considered to be one of the most important functions ofl1RM. This 
function is concerned with providing those working conditions that employees 
believe are necessary in order to maintain their commitment to their organization. 

5.1.2A. Compensation/Pay structure 

While organization pay employees, compensation systems are predominantly 
designed around jobs. That is, the responsibilities and demands of the job determine 
a pay range. 
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Figure-S.ll: Fairness in case of compensation/pay structure 

When the issue of compensation/pay structure in terms of fairness was investigated, 
majority 71.1 % (N=32) of the respondents reported that they do not perceive their 
compensation or pay structure to be fair in relation to their responsibilities and 
demands to their job. An:ong these 31 employees some of them added that they are 
somewhat satisfied. This "somewhat" here can be referred to the negative side of the 
story. The remaining 28.9% (N=13) of the respondents replied to the negative side of 
the story. When the employees were asked to explain the most frequent mentioned 
reason by the' majority was : 

,. They perform a job of high responsibilities but their compensation is very lo'vv. 
What they really is that they deserve more and their pay structure should be 
increased in relation to their responsibilities. They also mentioned that their 
increment in a year is very low (30 times mentioned). 

Among the employees who replied to positive, most of them mentioned that: 

? Their compensation are fair enough compared to the other local commercial bank 
in Bangladesh. But compared to the foreign bank it is not fair. 
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Figure-S.12: Comparison of Compensation to other banks 

\ 

From the above figure, we can see that out of 45 respondents interviewd,50% (N=23) 
employees reported the compensation to be low compared to other banks. Another 
41. i % (N= 18) feels that it is as the same as other banks. The remaining 8.9% (N=4) 
reported the compensation to be hjgh than other banks. All the respondents expressed 
their perception in comparison with local commercial banks. But compared to the 
foreign banks, they reported that it is always low. 
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S.1.2B. Benefits and Services 

Benefits and services playa significant role with respect to the level of human 
resource management regarding maintenance function. 
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Figure-5.13: Satisfaction in response to Benefits and Services 

With respect to the level of employee satisfaction regarding benefits and services, the 
study reveals that there is no high satisfaction prevailing among the employees of 
SBL. Out of 45 respondents interviewed 60% (N=27) reported that they are 
"somewhat" satisfied. This somewhat can also be referred as "negative". The 
remaining 40% (N= 18) reported that they are not at all satisfied. When further 
explanation was demanded, the most frequently pointed reason was: 

).- They reported that the benefits and services do not take care of most of their 
needs. They also added that these are included in their salary. No extra benefit is 
gIven. 

~ The employees, who reported that they are "somewhat" satisfied, only talked in 
favor of one benefit which "maternity allowance". They think that the benefit that 
SBL provides regarding maternity is satisfactory. But they need other benefits like 
transport, medical etc. 

\ 
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Figure-5.14: Comparison of Benefits and Services to other Banks 

From the above figure, we can see that out of 45 respondents interviewed 53 .3% 
(N=24) employees reported the compensation to be as the same as other ban.1(s. 
Another 42.2% (N=19) feels that it is low compared to other banks. The remaining 
4.4% (N=2) reported the compensation to be high than other banks. Again all the 
respondents expressed their perception in comparison with local commercial banks. 
But compared to the fo reign banks, they reported it to be always low. 

\ 
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5.1.2C.Stress and Burnout 

The effect of stress and burnout plays a significant role in the satisfaction level of the 
employees. 
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Figure-S.lS: Employee opinion on the job stress 
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Analysis of the data shows that majority 60% (N=27) of the respondents viewed their 
job to be moderately stressful. Another group 33.3% (N= 15) of respondents perceived 
their job to be very stressful. The remaining 6.7% (N=3) said that their job 
is not at all stressful. ASlhese are the employees with ajob of less responsibility, 
they find their job not at all stressful. 

---------
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Figure-5.16: Activities of the organization to possible Stress or Burnout \ 

When the employees were asked whether the organization is proactive or reactive to 
possible stress or burnout, majority 82_2% (N=37) of the respondents reported that 
the organization is reactive to possible stress of burnout The remaining 17_ 8% (N=8) 
of the respondents perceived the organization to proactive. 

5.1.3 Motivation Function 

5.1.3A. Performance evaluation and Rewards 

Perfonnance evaluation and consistent rewards have a great importance in the field 
of motivation function_ Management expects good job performance to lead to 
organizational rewards and they further seek rewards that will satisfy their individual 
goals or needs. 
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Figure-5.l7: Frequency of performance evaluation in SBL 

When the issue ofperfonnance evaluation was investigated, majority 97.8% (N=44) 
of the respondents reported that it occurs once a year. The remaining said that the 
perfonnance evaluation is done in every 3/6/9 months. 
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Figure-S.l8: Rewards consistent with good job performance 

As per the investigation, it was found that, majority 86 .7% (N=39) of the respondents 
do not perceive the rewards to be consistent with good job performance. The 
remaining 13.3% (N=6) of the respondents replied in positive_ The most obvious 
reason that was pointed frequently by the majority respondents is as follows: 

>- Most of the respondents reported that the organization does not follow the 
performance evaluation to reward the employees. They think that there is a lack of 
management policy (25 times mentioned). 

., Another important reason which were mentioned by most of the employees is they 
think that rewards are mostly based on personal relationship (10 times mentioned). 

). Each and every time increment has been given enemas and so has been the case of 
promotion (3 times mentioned). 

". They also mentioned that recognition is itself a reward which is intangible. But 
mostly the top-level e~ecutives mentioned this. 

\ 
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6.1 ConciJlsion 

The topic that covered in this report is not limited to the study that has been done in 
this report. The experience of other successful countries shows that we need 
conct:rned efforts, which set the stage for further progress and prosperity. Therefore, 
human resource management should be given a lot of importance and considered as a 
vital role_player in the system of banking. Now that the competition among the 
commercial D,anks-~aregiowing and internal restructuring is essential. By Illiving ..... , 

prioritized these 'aspects of the bank there can be further improvements done. which in 
tum will_help SBL to be one of the leading fmancial services provider of B~gIadesh. 
SBL is<'~erging bank in the fmancial services sector in Bangladesh. It has only SL,{ 

years of b~g service. In this "age or-competition, at the initial period of business 
every instittili9n has to go through the d,ifficult':path of survival. Keeping this in mind, 
a survey wat~one to evaluate the human (~_oUrce management practices of SBL, 
with an ~plt~is on development functi9if,~ ~tenance function and motivation 
function. From the analysis of data gathen;aioit~arry out this study a number of , 

, ",t~",,, .. ' 
conclusions have been drawn as below: .7 l~",e··'~·;·t '. 

i I i~~-r.;· . ">I! 

6.1.1 Development Function . ':'-~rt 
. i 

'" ~,t. ~ 

) The study r'eyeaJ~fuat iIi S;B{.., the frequency am offered with 
respect to development jyltciion is very low. was notenough 
evidence to support th(?proposition rp("r"' .. '~~--.::: •. ",,_ r~lation~Hip between 
the frequencyo~.training program and for change. r 

~ In case of quality of the training pr0&rarit;' the study reveals that the training 
programs of SBL, is not satisfactory .. As the employees reported that, it could refer 
as average, hence there is a need to 'improv~ these'tniining programs. Therefore, 
this study to some extent does agree with the proposition (P2) regarding positive 
relationship between the quality of training program and productivity. 

>- The investigation about the frequency of lateral transfer shows that SBL does 
practice job rotation strongly. Therefore, as per the investigation, it can be 
concluded that there is a positive relationship between lateral job rotation and 
readiness for change (P3) 

~ The study about job rotation reveals that, lateral job rotation rewards the 
employees' in terms of being less routine and offering more challenge and thus 
improved the quality of work life. The employees also found that occasionally 
lateral transfer is rewarding to them rather than never been transferred. So in this 
case propositions (P4), which states that "the higher job rotation the better the 
quality of work life", has been supported by the fmdings of the study. 

~ In case of coaching as a management development technique, it can be concluded 
that SBL hardly has a manager who acts as a coach to provide the employees with 
an effective coaching. In this regard it can be said that proposition (P5) which 
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reflects the fact that availability of a coach aids the growth of the employees and 
hence higher the productivity, is not found to be true .in this case. 

~ The study reveals that SBL does not have a good practice on off-the-job training. 
The employees who reported that they have the off-the-job training occasionally 
refereed it almost to be negative because they do not get the training when they 
are in need to it. So it can concluded that, the study does not support the 
proposition (P6), which shows a positive relationship between off-t4e-job training 
and produclivity. " ' 

1:. ~ '. 

~ The inyestlgation about the career development regardlngchallenging initIal job 
reveal Jhat the employees of SBL received a degree of stimulation and challenge 

"-
in their iriitial job to have improved their productivity. Therefore, the finding of 
the study~port proposition (P7), which stat~· that challenging initial job, 
.incre~~s ,l\e productivity. J .:.-~. " 

!ot :-i;:" 1 ~~'~J",,'-~:,\ 

~ The s~~, of periodic job change, it wis foi1~d that, in SBL the frequency of , 
offering periodic job cnange is very low··anil ~~~ulting the proposition (P~) to 
be inconsistent .in this case. -~ ;' ,.' f;.' ~.'=' : ~ ':: 

, '~l f ;-( 3 , ":(.~·~~i' 

~ The study 'reveals that SBL does not enco~e': or extended 
~ l-~_ll,. -.. 

leaves to have aided the care.er development of Mosfofthe " 
J ,,' w'>' " 

employees mentioned th¥)n1Uch cases they for their study leaving 
the job. Therefore, enough evidence was not " , the m.,Oposition 
(P9) stating the,~itive relationship . 31l\iPro~urtivity. 

6.1.2 .Maintenance Function .' 

~ From ~e inyestigation about the issue of c0f!1~ens3:tionl pay structure in tenus of 
fairness, it can be concluded that the satisfaction rate with salary level is very low. 
At was also found by majority of the employees that they are being paid low 
compare to other local and foreign banks. Some of them think that compared to 
other local banks they are being paid as the same, but compared to other foreign 
banks it is always low. Thus the proposition (P1O) stating the positive relationship 
between it is always low. Thus the proposition stating the positive relationship 
between compensation and quality of work life has not been supported by the 
findings of the study. 

~ From the issue of benefits and services the study reveals that there is no high 
satisfaction prevailing among the employees of SBL. It can be also concluded that 
majority of the respondents feel that that compared to other local banks the 
compensation is as the same. But compared to the foreign banks, they reported it 
to be always low. On the whole, they expressed their clear perception that the 
benefits and services provided by SBL is not satisfactory. Therefore, the 
proposition (pu) that states the higher the benefits and services less the 
dissatisfaction and betters the perfonnance or productivity is found to be 
inconsistent with the fmdings of the study. 
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~ The view of the respondents regarding job stress concluded that, majority of the 
employees perceive their job to be moderately stressful. However there is a need 
to reduce the job stress for those who perceive it to be very stressful. When the 
issue of activity of the organization is reactive rather being proactive. In this case, 
the proposition (P12), which states that there is a positive relationship between the 
activity of the organization and the productivity of the employees, has not been 
supported by the fmdings of the study. 

~:~ : " t \. '\, _ ~ 

6.1.3 Moti:va.tio'fl Function 

;. The' 's.ntdy about perfonnance evaluation reveals that it is done regularly (once a 
year) in'SBL. But no action is taken based on, this evaluation. That is the 
employe~~do not perceive the rewards to ~e'qonsistent with good job 
performa1tge. Therefore, they do nQt/gel.!Jlotivated to perform better. Thus the \ 
study dobs' not support the propositio~(P;~" which states the fact that rewards, 
satisfaction and produ~tivity are positi~elY~lated. . 

. >, ;t4,~{' . 'J 

Finally it can be said that the practice of human reso~c~ management does not to be 
very familiar .with the bank on which the surveY1~ ~bedn conclu~~d. SBLjd~s not 
have a stronghuman_ !~source management practice in - ' " . A'very few 
development, thaint-eti3nce ang..,motivation factors in the o..garuzation. 
However, it is not dOne in a...ver,y'"'organized and . A lot is ~Ji11 
dependent on the perception\~f the employees it as a necessityW'conclude . --_'":P.!:'-- jo 

these practices inthe¥" organization. To have a' impact;,of~ in practice 
more of its necessity has to be realized with re to achieving the organizational 
objectives. A much greater work and effort are-still left to be given in thi~ field. 
Based on the above context, it can be concluded that some improvements in the study 
area of S~L should be made, which ultimately 'Yil.l result in the better future of the 
bank. The following chapter presents the recommendations in this regard. 
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7.1 Recommendatum 

F or giving recommendation to the management of SBL, two issues were kept in prior 
concern. Firstly in this chapter, three areas of human resource management of SBL 
have been covered. These are development function, maintenance function and 
motivation function. Therefore, the recommendations proposed to the management of 
SBL are based on the study area and the data analysis. 

7.1.1 Recom.mindations on Development Function 
., , 

• Trajuin.,.g Program 
"'-

SBL should~ffer training program more'frequentiy. The employees must be provided 
with the r9q4ifed training whenever they nf.~9 · it in order to make them ready to cope 
up with any~change. There is also a need to"lri\prove the quality of the training 

I _ .• 

program, which will certainly help to im:Pr9ve 'tI;le productivity of the employees. 
. . . ;?;!~:., .... 

• Job Rotation ~ .: ~ . , 
~-;~·,;f .- i --. ,} 

~. t .. ~:' 
Job rotation is; another. factor, which SBL should cike ' . 
lateral job rotatl9n sJtringly in _Qtder to make their . 
and also to increase their a~~wiabi1ity to VV~'".I.V.l.''' 
them to increase their qualitY of work life as it 
them more challenge. 

• Coaching 

shquld practice 
efficient in every field 

rotation will also he Ip 
l~ss rol!Prie and offer 

r 

Employees in SBL must be provided with adequate coaching to perform their work 
efficiently. In this case the management of SBL has to make sure that there is a 
manager, who acts as a coach to provide them with an effective coaching in order to 
improve their productivity. 

• Off-the-job Training -

It is recommended that SBL should strongly introduce lectures, workshops and 
computer training. SBL should make sure that any possible problem can be solved by 
these off-the-job training. The employees should also provide with adequate computer 
training, which will enable them to do their task in less time and also will increase 
their productivity. 

7.1.2 Recommendation for Maintenance Function 

• Periodic Job Change 
As we know periodic job change increases the productivity and readiness for change, 
SBL should practice periodic job change strongly in order to make their employees 
efficient in every field and also to increase their acceptability to possible changes. 
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• Sabbaticals 

SBL should encoW"age sabbaticals rather than leaving the job in order to aid the career 
development of the employees. By doing so, SBL will be able to increase the 
productivity of the employees. 

• Improvement in Salary 
, 

The salary l~~l $~uld be', increase as most of theemployees~ feel that their 'salary 
level is mrichJower than other banks. If the management does not take it in ~eir 
concern, .thefe is a chance that the bank will loose some efficient and experienced 
employe,es.~.~ .' 

.~ ". 
~"":~, 

• Impr.ove~nt in Benefits and Servi;ces ,,~§.;.. --
'~ r ~~f ~;; _.c~~ 

The bene'fits"Md services provided by SB~siiduld also be increased asmost of the 
employee ' s feel that these benefits and se~c~s~~ much lower than other banks: The 
management should take it in their prior COncQ'l\fJtr.6aJef to keep the efficient aii9 
experienced employees for the be'tter future oftIJ:b~.~ , ,.' .,..,._~.,_ .~ :'q j,}.J ,0, ,\~~~-r 

• Improvement in;t;be activity ofthe bank to "~ or Burno';t 
. ~. ~.~~.,.~;" "~" .. , 

SBL must iItake ~W"et that ~~gement of the' to pos~ible stress 
or burnout rather beipg reac'tlve. If the notprQ.active then":the 
employees ' produpti~ty will decrease and u. i ltin~~ly it will effect the bettennent of 
the bank. .'. 

-. .. 
7.1.3 Recommendation for Motivation Function 

• Rewards 

Employees should be rewarded with both the intrinsic and extrinsic rewards for their 
work well done. That is the management should reward the employees based on the 
performance evaluation. This will effect them mentally and psychologically and at the 
end will make them effective and efficient that will result in increased productivity. It 
is also recommended that innovation and new ideas should be encoW"aged. Motivation 
level of individual employees should be identified and closely monitored so that the 
organization can maximize the overall productivity level of employees and as a 
whole, the entire organization will gain benefit. 
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Following questionnaire has been prepared only for educational purpose. 
Information given will be kept confidential and only to be used for research and will 
not be disclosed. 

Please read the questions ('-1> and Tick accordingly. Explain whenever necessary 

1. How often the training programs offered to the employees (excluding orientation 
training) in response to innovation? 

a. Whenever needed 
b. Once a year 
c. Occasionally 
d. Hardly ever 

2. In your opinion have these training improved your petfonnance on the job? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
c. Somewhat 

3. How do you rate the Training program in SBL? 
a. Excellent 
b. Good 
c. Average 
d. Below average 

Management Development 
4. How often have you been transferred laterally (to Different Departments) for 

broadening your knowledge and experience? 
a. On a continual transfer mode 
b. Occasionally, Please mention how many times ... 
c. Have never been transferred (please go to question 6) 

5. In your opinion, has any of the lateral transfer been rewarding to you in terms of 
being less routine and offering more challenge? 

a. Yes 
b. No 

6. Have you had a manager acting as a coach to aid your efficiency on the job as well as 
growth in the leader? 

a. Whenever needed 
b. Occasionally 
c. Hardly ever 



7. How often the employees are encouraged to take up off-the-job training (lectures, 
workshops, seminars, computer training etc.)? 

a. Whenever needed 
b. Once a year 
c. Occasionally 
d. Hardly ever 

Career Development 
8. Did you receive a degree of stimulation and challenge in your initial job, which has 

increased your productivity? 
a. Yes 
b. No 

9.How often does SBL offer periodic job change with a view to increasing employee 
productivity and their readiness for change? 
a. Very often 
b. Once a year 
c. Occasionally 
d. Hardly ever 

10 How often SBL offer Sabbaticals or extended leaves for the employees to aid their 
career development? 

a. Whenever needed 
b. Once a year 
c. Occasionally 
d. Hardly ever 

11. Do you perceive your compensation! pay structure to be fair in relation to your 
responsibilities and demands of your job? 
a. Yes 
b. No 

12. Compared to other Banks, how do you perceive your compensation!pay structure to 
be? 
a. High 
b. Low 
c. As the same 

13. Are you satisfied with the Benefits and Services provided by SBL? 
a. Very much 

b. Some what 
c. Not at all 
Please explain-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~. 
c 



14. Compared to other Banks, how do you rate the Benefits and Services provided by 
SBL? 
a. High 
b. Low 
c. As the same 

15. In your opinion how stressful is your job? 
a. Very stressful 
b. Moderately stressful 
c. Not at all stressful 

16. Do you think your organization is proactive or reactive to possible stress or burnout? 

Motivation 
17. How often is the petformance evaluation done in SBL? 
a. Every 3/6/9 months 
b. Once a year 
c. Very irregularly 
d. Hardly ever 

18. Do you perceive the rewards offered by the organization to be consistent with good 
job petfonnance? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
Please specify------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Thanks 
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prop:>sals & other ancillary woIks) 

.. Required Experienced 
Credit Officer 

Md. Sazzadul Kabir-JlJllior Officer 
(Preparing all lypes of credit stat . 
Repor.. monitoring & other works) 
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I PC OJX'I'3~ 
H.equirr tl _-..-J 

/AbU] t.. !onsur Mohd. ::JrOha 
TAO 
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IDiSPIo:h 
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.-- . /_---I M II. L"akat H os sairn-A~st. Oftk t'r --

leI. fe ll I \1S0CF " [)".ily (Ml\TIthiy / 
,;~.mJ'l .lHajf-YeaIly ,\.;; Ye,u'ly RS'P<)rt5' of 
liD D~' oi-tJ~~t_~ _____ ___ _ 

Foreign Rxcbange Department 
Sha filiI Rahman-Staff Officer 
lri-charge: Export 

Md. MosharofHossain- SEO 
In-charge: Import 

Mohammad Hossain- EO 
(Doc. Lodgment & other 
ancillary works) 

I 
Abdullah Al Mamun-AO 1 
(Checki", dOl .• FDHP. FDB C. Back.to. II 

Bl:fck settlements &. aU other c:xp..m J~tcd 

LW_""'_·s..:.,> ----

~------~--------~ 
Atiqur Rahman-TAO 
(prep ... ring vouchers, LC 
proposals, reports & returns) 
~ _ _______ L-I ______ ~ 

Md. 1 ahid ul Islam -
Type/Telex Operator 
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